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So, Sam'll tell you it started with Dean being a dumbass, because most things start with Dean being a dumbass. 

That or they start with Dean being a smartass, but that's more rare than Sam will have you believe. 

 

Things usually end with Dean being a dumbass, too, just a slightly smarter dumbass; sometimes they even end 

with Dean being a smartass. Sam sulks, then. 

 

But the truth? Well. The truth that Sam doesn't want to tell you is that this time, it started and ending with Sam 

being the biggest fucking moron ever to walk the face of the planet. 

 

Because the thing about enchanted forests is that if you're walking in them, you're not supposed to stop to 

inspect the flora, because it's an enchanted forest and the flora are probably magical and really fucking 

dangerous. Dangerous enough to, say, reach out and grab you right before your brother shoots it, which makes 

the plant wither and die, but not before it zaps your brother with bight purple light, turning him into something 

that very closely resembles. Well. 

 

“Rubber ducky, you're the one?” Sam says, staring at the bright red rubber duck currently lying on the grass. 

Dean's clothes are neatly folded a few feet away, his gun on top of them. 

 

The duck narrows its (his?) eyes. “If you say one more word,” he says in a high, literally squeaky voice—Sam 

thinks he might be vocalizing by squeaking air out somehow, which is fascinating— 

 

“Sam! Stop fuckin' analyzing me and focus!” 
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“Uh,” Sam says, and drags his attention away from, well, rubber duck. “Sorry.” 

 

“Right, whatever. Like I was saying, you try to make fun of me again, I will kill you. Deader than dead.” 

 

“Can you?” Sam says without thinking, which, wow. Bad habit, right there, because now Dean's hopping 

towards him and. 

 

“I will fucking rip the skin off your bones!” 

 

Okay. Rubber-ducky-Dean has teeth. Good to know. “Let go!” he squawks, shaking his arm, but Dean won't be 

deterred. Sam's regretting more than ever that he's only wearing a thin t-shirt, because Dean's teeth are sunk into 

his skin and they hurt. “You freak, you're gonna cut me wide open!” 

 

Dean finally spits Sam's arm out, falling to the ground. “Then maybe—“ he yells, bouncing squeak-SQUEAK-

squeak across the ground, “You shouldn't—“ SQUEAK “—have made fun—of me!” 

 

“Oh, come on,” Sam says, standing up and brushing himself off before moving far enough away that it'd take 

awhile for Dean to bounce-attack him. “Like you wouldn't make fun of me if I was a rubber du—“ 

 

“Don't even say it.” And once again Dean's livid, bouncing in place. “Seriously, Sam, I'm gonna rip you apart 

when I'm human again. You're going to wish you'd never been born.” 

 

“You're really pretty pissed,” Sam says. 

 

“No fucking shit, Sherlock. I'm gonna tear the intestines from your body and feed them to you. I'll take your 

skin off with a vegetable peeler.” 

 

“It's actually really interesting. You don't usually have this much of a temper.” 

 

“I'll string you up and cover you in tiny little papercuts and let some dogs chew you up. I'll stick your hands in 

piranha-infested fish bowls.” 

 

“I think your personality's going to be a lot more intense since it's shoved into such a small body. You'll 

probably be really mercurial until we get you switched back.” 

 

“Your eyeballs would be cake to pluck out, and then I'll shove 'em up your ass. I'll stick hot needles up under 

your fingernails. I'll—dude, check out that butterfly, it's friggin' huge!” Squeaking as Dean bounces up and 

down excitedly. “Sam, are you looking? Look!” 

 

Sam sighs. Oh, yeah: this is going to be all kinds of fun. 
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He spends the next few hours going over the whole site with a metaphorical magnifying glass and resisting, as 



best as he can, the impulse to throw Dean into the nearest pond and just leave him there. The thing about Dean 

is that he's freaking chatty, and since all his energy and brain (hah) power's shoved into a three-inch-high 

hollow thing of rubber, well. 

 

“So then I kicked his ass, literally, my boot hit his left buttcheek because, dude, it was my first job and no one 

fucks with a hunter on his first solo job, it's like a commandment—well, not really, but it's this rule that 

everybody—not everybody, actually, but hunters. You know, important people—anyway. So I smacked him, 

and then he grabbed his beer bottle, really shitty stuff, some kinda imported crap, I've never understood the 

point of imported beer, it's for snobs and rich dicks—and yeah, he hit me with the bottle, and I said hell no, but 

he had this friend, sucker was something like six feet tall—“ 

 

“Dean.” 

 

“Taller than you, maybe, so hah, you're not so special, but he wasn't all floppy and emo like you, he was mean, 

and I couldn't shoot him 'cause my gun was loaded with rock-salt and Dad always said committing felonies was 

only okay if it was in the line of duty, and the guy's friend's girlfriend was fuckin' hot but not exactly the line of 

duty, if you know what I mean and, actually, I think you don't, you repressed freak—“ 

 

“Dean.” 

 

“Speaking of which, you seriously need to get some, I can deal with you jerking off in the shower but when you 

do it in bed it's seriously distracting, and kind of gross, and what the hell do you want?” 

 

Sam stops waving his arms, suddenly feeling very, very lame. “Uh,” he says. “The clearing, it's. Um. It's a spell 

circle.” 

 

“Oh, well, that's fucking fantastic. Would it've killed you to notice that before we got in here? I swear, Sammy, 

sometimes I wonder if you're sane or smart or anything, the way you fuck around. You're supposed to be the 

geek, not the oblivious one. Speaking of which, did you just completely fail to notice that chick in Little Rock 

shoving her tits in your face, 'cause I'm starting to wonder if I shouldn't be finding guys to hit on you, instead, 

which—“ 

 

“It enables the plants in the circle to protect themselves,” Sam says, pitching his voice loud enough to drone out 

Dean's squeaking. “The good news is that the condition isn't permanent.” 

 

The forest suddenly seems blindingly quiet. Sam blinks and realizes that Dean's finally stopped squeaking. “The 

bad news,” he continues cautiously, “is that it'll last for at least a month, maybe two.” 

 

“WHAT.” 

 

And now Dean's hopping around the clearing frantically, bouncing underneath plants and on top of rocks. “Take 

it off!” he squeaks, running his head repeatedly into a tree trunk. “Fix me, goddammit! I can't stay like this!” 

 

“Dean,” Sam says, running over and slamming a hand in between Dean and the tree, “calm down! It's only 

thirty days!” 



 

“Thirty days of pure humiliation!” Dean says, throwing himself at Sam's hand over and over again. “Oh god, 

thirty days of no sex.” 

 

Logically, Sam knows it's impossible for ducky-Dean to have expressions, but he's honestly never seen anyone 

or anything look that devastated. “Um,” he says, and pats Dean's head. “There, there?” 

 

Dean bites Sam's finger viciously. “Shut the fuck up.” 

 

Okay, yeah, that hurt. Sam makes an executive, and by executive he means “way bigger and therefore in 

charge”, decision, grabbing Dean on either side and standing up. 

 

“Hey! What the hell are you doing! Sammy,” Dean says in a rough approximation of his old, deep, I-am-in-

charge-obey-or-I-cut-you voice, “put me the fuck down. Right now.” 

 

“I don't think so,” Sam says, incapable of preventing the glee from creeping into his voice. “We need to get 

back to the motel. We're gonna have to lay low for awhile.” 

 

“We can't not work for thirty days, man.” 

 

“That's not the plan. We're gonna wait until you've learned how to control your temper.” He's really hoping 

Dean doesn't call him on this, because the truth is that he's talking out of his ass. 

 

“And how the hell are we gonna do that?” 

 

Of course, Dean never does anything the easy way. “Um,” Sam says. 

 

“Aaha! You don't know!” 

 

“I never said that! But I'm not going to tell you, because that would nullify the purpose of the exercise.” 

 

“...college prick.” 

 

“Rubber ducky, dude.” And yeah, Sam's definitely feeling triumphant, because that's pretty much the trump 

card to end all trump cards. 

 

“Shut the fuck up,” Dean grumbles, but he's silent the whole way back. 

 

Sam drops Dean onto the motel bed (“Hey, where the fuck are you going?! Sam!”) and heads into the bathroom. 

He doesn't bother to lock the door; it's heavy enough that he seriously doubts Dean could push it open even if he 

wanted to. 

 

He does his business and washes his hands, all of it routine, not at all a matter of thought. It's only when he goes 

to dry his hands and whacks his funny bone on the towel bar that he stops and really thinks. 

 



Because, fuck, his older brother is a rubber duck. Fuck. He really has no goddamned clue how he's supposed to 

deal with this, especially since it's his fault, and...well, it's only been a few hours, but Sam sort of misses seeing 

Dean, his Dean. 

 

“Sam! Get your lazy ass in here, I wanna watch TV!” 

 

Sam's grimace is half-laugh, half-wince. Trust Dean to cut through any and all crises he might be having. 

“Coming,” he calls, straightening up and massaging his elbow. 

 

“Speaking of images I definitely don't need in my brain...” 

 

Sam rolls his eyes. “God, even as a sexless duck you're a total perv,” he says, plopping down on the bed next to 

Dean. 

 

“Damn right I am,” Dean says, and bounces for emphasis. “So. Go turn on the TV, and pay-per-view some porn 

for me, wouldja?” 

 

“No.” 

 

“You're a cruel, sick human being. And a bad brother.” 

 

Sam rolls his eyes. “Whatever. Temper test, remember?” 

 

“I'll bite your dick off if you don't give me porn.” 

 

“No.” Christ, it's like babysitting a five-year-old. A really obnoxious, horny five-year-old who doesn't know 

when to shut up, and who happens to be a duck. 

 

Okay, it's nothing like babysitting a five-year-old. It's still really annoying. 

 

“Test number one,” he says, fixing the duck with stern look. “No talking for five minutes. 

 

“But!” 

 

“Ten.” 

 

“Sam, you little—!” 

 

“Fifteen.” 

 

Silence. 

 

Sam grins and pulls a book out of his bag, leaning back and opening the book, supremely relaxed. He glances at 

the clock, noting the time, before turning his attention to Greek cultural mores. 

 



The sheets rustle as Dean bounces impatiently. Sam hides his very real grin behind the book. 

 

The minutes tick by—one, then five, then ten, and the shifting is a constant noise now, but Dean still hasn't said 

anything. Sam's more than a little impressed; normally he would've cracked by now. 

 

Thirteen, fourteen...fifteen, and Dean hasn't said a word. Sam puts the book down. “Good job,” he says. 

 

“When I get my body back,” Dean says, voice tight, “I'm going to kill you.” 

 

“Uh-huh,” Sam says, grinning. “Good luck with that.” 

 

More shuffling. When Dean talks again, it sounds almost plaintive. “So,” he says. “Uh. Wanna maybe...um.” 

 

“Spit it out.” 

 

“Read to me?” 

 

Sam stares at the red blot of rubber, tiny against the off-white sheets. It's Dean, he realizes with a surreal rush of 

awareness. 

 

“Yeah,” he says, picking up the book. “Sure.” 

 

Dean sighs, contented, hopping over to sit next to Sam. “Nonfiction?” he says, spotting, Sam guesses, the spine 

of the book. “You gotta be kidding me.” 

 

“Not so much, no,” Sam says. 

 

“You're so lame sometimes, Sammy,” Dean says. 

 

“Thanks,” Sam says dryly. 

 

“Yeah, no problem. Now read before I gnaw your ear off.” 

 

Holding back the laugh feels like someone's dropped a bomb in his ribcage, but he manages it. “Right,” he says. 

“Okay. The history of Grecian myths, chapter ten.” 

 

He feels Dean scoot infinitesimally closer. It's actually kind of cute, which is a thought Sam's never going to 

share with anyone. 

 

“Wait,” Dean says. Sam stumbles over the words he's been automatically reading, tongue tangling. 

 

“Uh. What?” 

 

“Greeks fucked each other up the ass?” 

 



“Um,” Sam says. “Yes?” 

 

“Hunh.” Dean says. 

 

Sam blinks, shakes his head, and keeps reading. 
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Rubber ducks don't actually need tucking in, but that night, Sam finds himself doing exactly that.  

 

“More cover, dude, I'm freezing.” 

 

Stomping Dean would be bad, Sam reminds himself for what feels like the millionth time. “Dean, we've been 

doing this for half an hour.” 

 

“So? I'm not comfortable.” 

 

Biting his tongue always hurts like a motherfucker; Sam does it anyway. “Then why the hell don't you just sleep 

with me?” 

 

There's a beat of silence, during which Sam reflects that a) he really, really needs to work on thinking before he 

talks, and b) his idea is actually the most brilliant in the universe, if it'll get Dean to shut up. 

 

“You're pretty gay, Sam,” Dean says finally, but he bounces over to Sam's bed without pausing to think. 

 

Right, then. Sam toes off his shoes and slides under the covers hesitantly. Dean wiggles in after him, shoving 

his duck-ass under the pillow next to Sam. “Blech,” he says, and bounces into the crook of Sam's arm. 

 

“Dude,” Sam says, blinking down at Dean. 

 

“Shut your fucking face,” Dean says, and nuzzles closer. 

 

“Uh,” Sam says. “Okay.” 

 

He breathes in, deep and shaky, and realizes that his forearm strokes Dean's side each time. It's beyond weird, 

feeling the dry, warm rubber and realizing it's Dean he's touching. Sam really hopes he doesn't have to get used 

to it. 

 

“Mrumph,” Dean mutters. A soft breeze whooshes out of the hole in the bottom of his body. “Warm.” 

 

“Just go to sleep,” Sam snaps. He refuses to feel even the slightest bit—mushy—towards Dean. The fact that his 

brother now inhabits a small, rubber shape isn't cute, for God's sake. It's weird, and a little worrying, but not 

cute. 

 

“'night, Sammy,” Dean mutters against Sam's arm. 



 

Sam's lips quirk up in spite of himself. He closes his eyes and wills himself to sleep. 

 

It doesn't work. It really, completely, comprehensively doesn't work, because in a completely improbable—

maybe even impossible—turn of events, Dean in a rubber duck snores. 

 

It's not loud, and he doesn't sound like an ancient lawnmower the way Dad used to. No, it's a quiet little wheeze, 

just a little louder than the air shushing in and out of his rubber. The problem is that it's irregular, and even 

squeakier than Dean's new speaking voice. Add that to the fact that Sam's still absorbing the whole “my 

incompetence led to my brother getting turned into a bath toy” thing, and sleep is less than forthcoming. 

 

Sam's always been really good at concentrating on things. He focuses all his attention on the tiny crack in the 

ceiling, trying to calculate the stress on the ceiling, extrapolating the exact date the ceiling will cave in and bury 

the room's occupants. 

 

It takes him two hours to determine that it'll take exactly 15.23 years before the motel faces a lawsuit. 

 

He gets bored fairly quickly after that. He thinks about going through his mental encyclopedia of supernatural 

mythology, but...well, he doesn't really want to think about it, not right now when his failure is fresh and red 

and squeaky.  

 

So instead he thinks back to his Stanford days, back to the textbooks and endless lists of terms, cases, scenarios, 

to memorize. He rifles through them mentally, pulling out long streams of not-quite-forgotten knowledge, 

thinking his way through mock case after mock case. 

 

He's mentally recreating the OJ trial when the alarm goes off: five AM. 

 

“Sam!” Dean yelps, jumping. “Turn the fucking clock off!” 

 

Sam blinks. He's been lost in thought for long enough that even movement seems strange, foreign. “Sorry,” he 

says, and hauls his arm over to the nightstand, squishing Dean in the process. 

 

“Sam!” 

 

Sam's hand connects with the snooze button. He jerks his arm up, but it's too late: Dean hops up and plants 

himself firmly on Sam's nose. 

 

“Never,” he says, somehow managing to sound almost as scary as a person would, “do that again. You almost 

crushed me to death.” 

 

Sam doesn't laugh, because that would be rude. And also Dean might kill him. “I'm sorry,” he says, the 

movement of his face making Dean bob to and fro. “Can you get off me now?” 

 

A bounce and Dean's on the sheets again. “Just remember what I said.” 

 



“I'll keep it next to my heart,” Sam vows. 

 

Dean does that weird not-glaring thing again. Sam stares back angelically. 

 

“So,” Dean says finally, “are we just gonna stay here for a month?” 

 

Reflexive horror curls in the pit of his stomach, which in turn makes him do a double-take. He'd never been 

consciously aware of being drawn into Dean's way of thinking; he doesn't really know when the prospect of 

being even a semi-permanent resident became horrifying. “Um,” he says finally, realizing he's been staring into 

space. “No. Definitely not.” 

 

Immobile rubber can't smirk. Sam has to repeat that to himself, over and over, as he looks down at Dean. 

“Getting bored already, picket fence boy?” 

 

It's a low blow; he suspects Dean knows it. “No,” Sam lies quickly, willing himself not to blush. “But Bobby 

phoned me about a haunting in Oregon. Really weird shit—apparently people are convinced they're slipping 

into different realities.” 

 

“Sounds good.” Dean hops off the bed and follows Sam over to Sam's duffel. “Don't forget to wear a hoodie,” 

he says. 

 

Sam's about to ask why, but—ah, right, pockets. Of course. “You're such a pain,” Sam complains, but he pulls 

on an old high school sweatshirt over his clothes.” 

 

“Whatever,” Dean says. “Put me in, already.” 

 

That sounds disturbingly dirty, especially coming from Dean, who crowned himself king of innuendo at the ripe 

old age of six. Sam rolls his eyes and picks Dean up, depositing him in his pocket. “Okay?” he says. 

 

“Dark,” Dean grumbles. “And dude, when was the last time you washed this thing? It smells like ass.” 

 

“And you'd know what ass smells like how, exactly?” 

 

“Figurative ass, dickhead.” 

 

“If you say so.” 

 

“Actually,” Dean says, and Sam's treated to the disturbing sensation of hard snuffling against his stomach, “it 

smells kinda like chocolate and gym socks. And dead rats. All of which I've smelled, thank you very much.” 

 

“Well, I never carried a dead rat in there.” Sam grabs the keys and sticks a gun in the back of his pants. “Now 

shut up, we're going out.” 

 

“Why do I have to be quiet?” Dean whines.  

 



“Because,” Sam says, gritting his teeth and closing the motel door, “people who talk to their clothes are 

generally considered crazy.” 

 

“You could always take me out and talk to me.” 

 

“That goes double for people who talk to their rubber ducks, actually.” 

 

“Spoilsport.” 

 

“Moron.” 

 

Dean bites Sam's belly button. Sam clenches his teeth, but doesn't even tense his stomach muscles. 

 

It takes three steps. “Hey,” Dean says, sounding more than a little put out. “Didn't you feel that?” 

 

“Feel what?” Sam says innocently, and bites the inside of his cheek at Dean's indignant squawk. 

 

“Stupid goddamned fucking tall sheepfu—what are you doing with my keys?” 

 

“Um, carrying them out to your car,” Sam says, and taps the outside of the hoodie pocket with the ignition key. 

“I'm drivin' us to breakfast.” 

 

“Over my dead ducky body, you are.” 

 

“We could probably arrange that,” Sam says in mock levity, slipping into the car. 

 

“Dude. No. You can't drive when I can't see the road! That's torture!” 

 

“I'm a horrible person.” He starts the car. 

 

“Come on, Sam, Sammy,” Dean says pleadingly. “At least lemme sit on the dashboard or something. 

Pleeeaase?” 

 

And he draws it out like that, too, all small and pathetic-sounding, and. Okay. The thing is, Dean's a duck, and 

it's almost entirely Sam's fault. So Sam sighs and reaches into his pocket, pulling Dean out—“hey! Watch the 

airhole!”—and plopping him on the dashboard. 

 

“You're a peach, Sam,” Dean says, pressing his beak against the windshield. “Poor baby, not gonna have me 

driving her for a solid thirty days. We'll get through this somehow, baby...” 

 

“Dean, that's really disturbing.” 

 

“Shut the fuck up, I'm having a moment.” 

 

He's wiggling against the dashboard. “Dude, you're humping your car.” 



 

“So?” 

 

“So, that's sick and wrong and oh shit!” 

 

Sam jerks the wheel to the side in just enough time. The tires squeal as he swerves to avoid the goat standing 

placidly in the middle of the road. 

 

They stop in the ditch. Sam lets the car die, pulling out the keys in a daze, and watches as the goat trots across 

the road, disappearing in the trees. “Fuck. Oh, fuck, Dean, I'm sorry, I wasn't looking and—Dean?!” Dean's spot 

on the dashboard is empty. He must've flown off, and oh god, what if Sam's killed him? How do you kill a toy, 

anyway? Crush it, maybe? Oh fuck. Fuck, fuck, fuck fuck fuck. 

 

“Would you stop being such a pussy and get me outta here already?” 

 

Dean's voice, muffled and definitely annoyed but Dean. Sam laughs. “You're alive!” 

 

“And stuck under the passenger's seat,” Dean snaps. “So pull me out, already.” 

 

“God,” Sam says, and sticks his hand under the seat. “I just can't leave you alone anymore, can I? You're totally 

accident-prone. 

 

He realizes his mistake a second before Dean latches onto his finger. 

 

“Fuck!” Sam yells, yanking his hand up. Dean lets go, landing on the seat. “Victory,” he says, and he sounds 

more than a little smug. 

 

Sam's starting to get, a little, why Dad never let them have pets. “You're a pain in the ass,” he informs Dean 

bluntly. 

 

“Yeah, you wish I was a pain in your ass, Greek-Boy.” 

 

“The hell do Greeks have to do with it?” 

 

“Aww, come on, you joined a frat, right? You told me Greeks fucked each other up the ass.” 

 

“Not all Greeks!” 

 

“Huh, that's too bad. You coulda given me pointers.” 

 

Sam covers his face with a hand. “We're not having this conversation,” he says. 

 

“Yes, we are.” 

 

“La. La. La. Not listening,” Sam says. “Because no, we're not..” 



 

“Fine then,” Dean says. “Hurry up and drive.” 

 

“What?” 

 

“The goat's gone,” Dean says in a tone so slow Sam thinks most children would probably be disgusted. “So start 

the car and go.” 

 

“It's not that easy,” Sam says. 

 

“Yes, it is.” Sometimes Dean says something—uses a tone of voice, or a turn of phrase, or a quick of the 

eyebrow—to let Sam know that they're nowhere near finished talking. He doesn't have any of these, but Sam's 

still left with the distinct impression that they're Not Done. “So do it.” 

 

Sam sighs and restarts the car. “You're pretty much the worst backseat driver ever,” he informs Dean, who's 

once again perched right up against the windshield. 

 

“That's great,” Dean says. “I still don't care.” 

 

Sam laughs and hits the gas, watching the speedometer creep up. Next to him, Dean hums happily, entire body 

vibrating from the car. He didn't see how panicked Sam got when he couldn't find him. Sam's hoping he'll never 

know. 

 

They head over to the nearest Waffle House; Sam's not fond of fast food, but he knows Dean'll bitch if he tries 

to go to a grocery store. He deposits Dean in his pocket without comment this time, closing the car door and 

heading for the restaurant. 

 

A pretty girl in a mini skirt pushes the door open and walks out. Sam's eyes stray to her legs, then up to her face. 

He feels himself redden when she smiles at him.  

 

“Daaamn,” Dean says, voice muffled to a light tenor by the hoodie. “I'd like to have those wrapped all around 

me tonight.” 

 

The girl's smile turns to a furious scowl. “You skeazebag,” she hisses, and stalks past him. 

 

The only thing saving Dean from strangulation is the fact that Sam would look really, really weird if he attacked 

his own hoodie. “Dean!” he hisses through his teeth, pushing into the restaurant and sitting down in a corner 

booth. “Shut up!” 

 

“Look, man,” Dean says, wiggling out of Sam's shirt, “I get that your life kind of sucks right now, but seriously, 

you gotta get laid more often. This whole monk thing isn't healthy.” He settles himself in the booth, snug up 

against Sam's lower back. Casual observers won't be able to see him. “And anyway,” he adds, the smug laugh in 

his voice painfully obvious, “it was funny.” 

 

Sam scowls. 



 

It's breakfast hour, so it takes a few minutes for the waitress to get to them. She's the old, tired type, sixty if 

she's a day, and Sam thanks his lucky stars when he smiles at her and orders a coffee. 

 

“Spoilsport,” Dean grumbles. 

 

Sam blinks. “I didn't say anything!” 

 

“Whatever, I can hear you thinking.” 

 

“That's my gig, dude.” 

 

“Says you. How do you know I don't have some kinda freaky psychic power?” 

 

Sam thinks of all the times he's watched Dean, tried to ignore the curve of his ass or the shifting of the muscles 

in his arms or the way he grins cheekily at the slightest hint of trouble. 

 

“I'd just know,” he says finally. 

 

“Know what?” 

 

Sam whips his head around. The waitress has arrived with his coffee, but it's not their waitress—this one is 

young, pretty, and cocking her head curiously at Sam. 

 

His recovery is too late to not be embarrassing. “Oh,” he says, smiling shamefacedly. “Nothing. Just...thinkin' 

out loud.” 

 

“Oh.” She really is very pretty, Sam thinks. Too bad she'll be convinced he's crazy by the time breakfast is over. 

 

“So, what can I get you?” 

 

“Can I get the Western omelet, please? Extra cheese. And,” Sam adds when Dean's teeth dig into his side, “a 

bowl of water would be great, too.” 

 

She raises an eyebrow at that, but doesn't comment, marking it down on the pad and whipping out another 

brilliant, fake smile. “It'll be right up, sir,” she says, and sashays away. 

 

“Water? What the fuck, man?” 

 

“What else was I supposed to give you?” Sam says uncomfortably. “Ducks like water, don't they?” 

 

“I'm not a real duck!” 

 

“Yeah, so you shouldn't need any food at all.” Hah, logic. “So stop whining.” 

 



He can hear Dean grumbling, shifting so quickly he's almost vibrating against Sam, but he doesn't say another 

word. Sam leans back, sighing, and waits for the food to arrive. 

 

A minute oozes past, then another, and another, and still his food doesn't arrive. And, okay, the restaurant's 

teeming with people, some of them pretty interesting to watch, but still... 

 

Sam is bored. 

 

Normally Dean would be babbling on and on and Sam'd be telling him to shut up, scowling and thinking about 

dumping coffee all over his head. He never thought he'd miss it, but the itch in the back of his brain, the way his 

entire body is practically itching with boredom, is proof enough that he does. 

 

He's about to say something, anything, fuck looking crazy, when Dean says, “This kind of sucks.” 

 

Sam huffs out a sigh. “Yeah,” he says. “Yeah, it does.” 

 

“So, uh...any hot chicks?” 

 

This time of day, it's mostly truckers and tired old people. Sam shakes his head, then remembers that Dean can't 

see him and says, “No.” 

 

Silence. 

 

“Jesus Christ, a whole month of this,” Sam says after another minute passes. 

 

“Never thought you'd miss me, huh?”  

 

Normally Sam would have something to say in response, something snappy and rude and false, but. Yeah, that's 

vulnerability in Dean's voice, and they're both sort of moping, so. “Shut up,” Sam says. “You know that's not 

true.” 

 

Shifting against his side, small jerky movements. Dean's burying his face even further into Sam. “I guess,” he 

mumbles. The way he's talking, he almost sounds normal. 

 

Of course, if he was normal, he wouldn't be nuzzling Sam. 

 

“Really,” Sam says, and he's not sure who he's trying to convince. “You're—I don't really mind this anymore, 

Dean.” 

 

Dean snorts. “Real vote of confidence, there. Thanks.” 

 

Sam reads between the lines and smiles. “You're welcome.” 

 

The waitress chooses that moment to come back with Sam's food and the bowl of water. “Here you go!” she 

says. “Would you like anything else?” 



 

Sam opens his mouth and Dean says, “A few moments alone with those fantastic tits of yours, babe.” 

 

The girl's eyes narrow and her smile disappears. “Enjoy your meal,” she says in the same tone most people use 

for “fuck off and die”, and walks off. 

 

Sam shakes his head. “Thanks, man,” he says. “Thanks a lot.” 

 

“No problem.” Dean bounces up on the table. “Stick me in the water, wouldja?” 

 

Sam glares, but plops him in without comment. 

 

“...huh,” Dean says, bobbing on the surface. 

 

“What?” Sam takes a huge bite of his omelet. At least Dean said that shit after he'd gotten his food. Spit isn't 

Sam's thing. 

 

“This is actually really nice.” Now Dean's blowing air out and swimming in a circle, making low, contented 

noises under his breath. “Hell yes,” he says, “oooh, yeah,” and Sam thinks of fucking and coming and almost 

chokes on his food. 

 

“Holy crap, Dean,” he snaps. “Could you sound any more pornographic?” 

 

He can tell from the silence that Dean's considering it. “Probably,” he says after a minute. 

 

“Yeah, well don't,” Sam orders crossly, and finishes off his coffee. “Uh. Waiter?” He's going to need more 

caffeine to deal with this.  

 

A huge, tattooed man wearing a Waffle House apron saunters over to their table. “Can I help you?” he asks, 

eying Sam menacingly. 

 

Dean and his big fucking mouth. Sam swallows. “Uh,” he says, attempting a smile. “More coffee, please?” 

 

The man pours him another cup without comment, spares a glare for Dean, and then lumbers off. “Hey, why 

was he mad at me?” Dean asks, sounding injured. 

 

“I think he more just thought I was crazy,” Sam says. “Since I have a rubber duck floating in a bowl of water, 

and all.” 

 

“Well, it's comfortable,” Dean says, and defies all laws of physics and inanimate objects by rolling over. 

 

“Dude!” Sam hisses. “Stop it!” 

 

“What?” 

 



“Do you really want me to have to explain why my duck seems to be moving by itself?” 

 

“I don't know,” Dean says, mock-thoughtfully. “Might be funny.” 

 

“Dean!” 

 

“Okay, okay, I'll keep my mouth shut.” 

 

“Yeah, you'd better,” Sam says, as menacingly as he can. 

 

“I'd better what?” Huge Waiter says, appearing out of nowhere to cross his arms and glower. 

 

“Um,” Sam says, and gulps. “I. Uh. Nothing!” 

 

“You'd best stop talkin' to yourself, then,” he says. “We don't take kindly to crazy people.” 

 

Sam's tempted to put his head down and hit the table a few dozen times; instead he just gulps and looks the guy 

in the eye. “Right,” he says. “Sorry. I'll keep that in mind.” 

 

As soon as the man walks away again, Dean mutters, “You're such a fucking pushover.” 

 

“Stop it!” Sam hisses out of the corner of his mouth. 

 

“No, seriously, you could take him! Probably. Well, okay, if he's had any training he'd squash you like a bug, 

but odds are he hasn't. Why're you such a pussy all the time?” 

 

Sam can only put up with so much. “Right, like you wouldn't shut up,” Sam says. “You'd keep going, right, 

even if he was cracking his knuckles and looking ready to bust your head.” 

 

He realizes his mistake even as he's talking, because: yes. Of course Dean would keep going. That's what he 

does. “Okay,” he says, before Dean has a chance to respond, “maybe you would, but you'd get your ass kicked 

and come slouching back, bitching at me 'cause you got hurt. So, see, my way is better.” 

 

“Whatever you say, Sammy,” Dean says in the patronizing tone that has the uncanny ability to make Sam see 

red.  

 

“Bastard,” Sam grumbles. 

 

“Not according to Dad.” Smug. 

 

This time, Sam doesn't even try to resist the urge to whack his head on the table. 

 

|| 

 

They leave Waffle House once Sam starts noticing the sheer number of wary glances being sent in his direction; 



he straps Dean into the passenger's seat (“Oh, come on,” Dean says, “The seatbelt's almost as tall as me!”, but 

he shuts up when Sam glares at him) and eases the Impala onto the freeway. 

 

“So I figure you'll have to stay in my backpack or somethin' when I'm questioning people,” Sam says, and right 

on the heels of it Dean bursts out with, “God, I hate this.” 

 

Sam can't stop himself from smiling. “Thought you hated messing with civilians.” 

 

“Well, yeah, but I won't even be able to shoot! Even when that witch turned me into a girl, it wasn't this bad.” 

 

Sam reaches over and gently pats his head. “Twenty-nine days,” he says. 

 

“You said it could last two months.” 

 

Sam blinks. It never really stops surprising him, the times when Dean mysteriously decides to actually start 

listening to what Sam's saying. “It'll only be a month,” he says finally. “I won't let it be two months. Okay?” 

 

“Right,” Dean says, the skepticism glaringly obvious in his voice.  

 

Sam keeps driving. The scenery flashes by, trees and fields and houses: constant, unchanging. Boring. “Feel 

free to say something,” Sam says. 

 

“Got nothin' to say.” Dean sounds sulky, but Sam doesn't have the heart to call him on it. 

 

“Okay,” Sam says. “Uh. Have you read the news lately?” 

 

“No.” 

 

“Um. Watched TV?” 

 

“No.” 

 

“Not even Opera?” 

 

“I was a little distracted this morning, what with being a duck and all. Jesus.” 

 

It's a better answer than no, at least. “Dean, seriously, why the mood?” 

 

“I'm a fucking rubber duck!” 

 

“I mean besides that. You were plenty cheerful earlier.” 

 

“Earlier I wasn't strapped into a seat where I can't even see the fucking window.” 

 

And that...hadn't occurred to Sam, actually. He winces. “Sorry,” he says hurriedly, and reaches over to unbuckle 



the seat belt. “Sorry. Sit wherever you want, I won't complain.” 

 

“Guilt complex, much?” Dean says, but he sounds pleased—even moreso when he hops up on the dashboard 

and lays his cheek against the glass. “Much better.” 

 

Sam very carefully doesn't think about how weirdly attached Dean is to the Impala, how much he loves the in-

between times when they're driving with no home, no room, the times that still make Sam feel vaguely 

uncomfortable. Instead he just snorts. “You know, when the sun shines on you, I can see right through your 

rubber.” 

 

“Yeah, well, when you stand up I can see right through your shorts, so we're even.” 

 

Sam feels himself blush. “Shut up.” 

 

“How 'bout, no.” 

 

“I'll make you listen to Enya.” 

 

“You are a sick, sick man,” Dean says. “Put Dylan on.” 

 

Sam recognizes the compromise and grins, pulling out the old, worn tape. He pops it into the tape deck, only to 

have the second verse of “Knocking on Heaven's Door” fill the air. 

 

Great song; not so great for pre-job driving. 

 

“Creepy, huh,” Dean says after a minute of listening to the lyrics. 

 

“Yeah.” Sam pops the tape out hastily. “So, uh. Did you know REO's doing a reunion tour?” 

 

“You lie!” 

 

“No, seriously, it was in the paper a few days ago.” 

 

“God, that's gonna be hilarious. All those menopausal women reliving their crushes...all their young 

daughters...” 

 

“How did I know you'd go there?” 

 

“Like you didn't. Why'd you bother to remember, anyway?” 

 

Sam shrugs. “I thought you'd be interested, is all.” 

 

“Aw, Sammy, I'm touched.” 

 

“Yeah, yeah.” 



 

They fall into a more comfortable silence after that. Dean occasionally comments on the landscape—“dude, 

who the fuck puts a rooster on top of a water tower?”—but mostly neither of them talk. Sam very carefully 

thinks over details of the coming case, running scenarios and possibilities through his mind, trying to recall 

anything and everything that might be useful. Shifting realities is a fairly rare, though certainly not unheard-of, 

symptom of hauntings. Possession is a more likely bet; not by a demon, of course, but by imps or fairies or 

some other mischievous creature. There's always the chance that a witch is creating a temporal anomaly, but 

Sam would rather not consider that possibility, since it means weeks of planning just to bring the bitch down, 

and maybe calling in the cavalry, too. Actually, he really doesn't want to think about that, because then the 

cavalry would see what'd happened to Dean, and Dean would kill him. 

 

“You know, you could at least wait till we cross the state line before you start analyzing the case.” 

 

“It keeps my brain busy,” Sam says automatically. It's the same defense he's been using for ten-odd years. 

 

If Dean wasn't made of immobile rubber, he'd be shaking his head. “You really are better as a passenger, you 

know.” 

 

Sam very carefully doesn't wince. “Yeah,” he says. “I know.” 

 

|| 

 

The thing about Dean being so tiny and not-human is that it makes half the things Sam's used to no longer exist. 

 

He sees something funky on the side of the road—a hobo or a purple tire or whatever—and he glances over to 

the passenger seat to share the five-hundredth “what the fuck, that's some weird shit” look with Dean, only to 

realize that Dean's not there. They go into a gas station and Sam grabs Twinkies, Ho-Hos, and those weird little 

walnut fudge brownie things before realizing that Dean won't be able to eat them. And, okay: it's temporary. He 

only has to deal with Dean being not-Dean for a month. But after two years of push-pull, of fiercely missing 

Stanford and Jessica and being terrified at the thought of returning to his college life... 

 

It just kind of sucks, a lot. 

 

“Ooh, Sugar Blast rock candy. Buy that.” 

 

Sam sighs. “Dean, you can't eat.” He can feel Dean straining against his hand, trying to get at the candy—but 

really, the only thing more likely to attract attention than carrying around a rubber duck would be letting it sit 

on a shelf and stare at sugar coma-inducing candy. 

 

“So? I could still smell the candy. And look at it. And maybe chew it.” 

 

“You don't have taste buds. You're not in a living creature right now.” 

 

“Stop being so goddamned logical, College Boy, and buy me some damned candy!” 

 



An old lady three aisles away stops her perusal of the alcohol to turn and stare at him. 

 

Sam smiles—or tries to, anyway. “Dude, you look like a constipated llama,” Dean says. “Sorry, m'am,” he adds. 

“I'm a practiced ventriloquist.” 

 

Sam's never had anyone back away from him in terror before. He can't help but wonder if it counts as Life 

Experience. “Dean,” he hisses angrily, squeezing him warningly. “Shut up.” 

 

Miracle of all miracles, Dean actually does. Sam blinks and cautiously continues down the aisle, waiting for a 

squeal of protest from Dean as they get further and further away from the candy he's been demanding since Sam 

set foot in the store. 

 

Nothing is forthcoming. Dean's beak stays shut the entire time, even after Sam buys Sunchips and water instead 

of Doritos and Pepsi In fact, Dean stays completely silent until Sam places him carefully back on the dashboard. 

“About fourteen more hours,” he says, hoping Dean responds—for Sam's sanity, as much as anything else. He 

doesn't want to spend the next 800 miles worrying about Dean. 

 

“So, should I kill myself now or later?” Dean asks. His voice is slightly shaky; Sam frowns but doesn't mention 

it. 

 

“It's not that bad,” he says. 

 

“Hell yes, it is.” Dean aims a bite at Sam's finger. Luckily for Sam, he's plenty fast enough a learner to dodge it.  

 

“Whatever, you whiner,” Sam says, laughing, and slides into the car. 

 

|| 

 

It's 2 AM when they cross the Oregon border. The streetlights are just bright enough for Sam to be able to make 

out Dean turning to stare at him. 

 

“I can get turned on,” Dean says in a strange, strained voice that somehow sounds both unnaturally high and 

exactly like his old voice. “I just can't do anything about it.” 

 

Sam blinks, feels his brain jump on the scrap of information. It's good food of thought for at least three more 

trips. 

 

|| 

 

They get to the town just before dawn. It's still standing and relatively normal-looking, no giant craters in sight, 

which gives it one up on that place in California. Sam grins. “Hey, Dean,” he says, triumph lacing his voice, 

“we're there.” 

 

“What?” A soft squeak as Dean jerks awake. “Hey,” he says, pleased. “I can sleep.” 

 



“Apparently so.” Sam's long since given up on weaning Dean of his painful tendency towards redundancy. 

 

“That's actually kind of cool. Especially since I dream, too, and man, you wouldn't believe the kinds of dreams. 

Jessica Alba in a bathing suit...” Dean sighs appreciatively. 

 

“Isn't that a little uncomfortable?” Sam blurts out, unthinking. “It's not like you've got anything to jerk off 

with.” 

 

The pause that ensues is very definitely uneasy. 

 

“Well, Dean says finally, “first I—“ 

 

“Oh look,” Sam says desperately. “A motel with a vacancy sign!” 

 

“Nice save, there,” Dean says, about as convincingly as old Bill Not Having Sex With This Woman. 

 

“I try.” Sam gets out and does his level best to ignore what every hormone, emotion, and red blood cell is 

clamoring for more of. 
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Because, okay. 

 

It's not like he hates Dean, or thinks he's gross. Dean is gross, but Sam loves him, and there's that whole thing 

where love is blind. So, yeah. This isn't really about that. 

 

This is more about the fact that Sam glances over, expecting to see Dean, and is gifted with the not-so-beautiful 

sight of rubber ducky Dean instead. This is about the fact that, really, on the list of Things Sam Never Wants To 

Do, Ever, Not In A Million Years For A Million Dollars? “Contemplate fucking my rubber older brother” is 

right between “eat a nest of killer bees” and “have sex with a clown”. It's just. Really a bad idea. 

 

And yet, he's lying here in the Redwood Motel (three hours from the redwood forest, but tourism, like an 

avalanche, is impossible to stop), with Dean in the crook of his arm, thinking of Dean as a human and 

absentmindedly stroking himself under the covers. 

 

By all rights, Dean shouldn't look like he does. He spends a ton of time on his ass, tinkering with his car or 

eating food that, left alone for a few more days, would probably amass enough brain cells to conquer the 

universe. Dean isn't the kind of guy Sam would go for, assuming Sam woke up one day and decided to go for 

guys. 

 

Dean just isn't, But Sam's running his fingers over his dick with the image of Dean's smile in his mind anyway. 

 

He's just getting into it, riding the rhythm, thrusting his hips and letting his instincts slowly take over, when 

Dean pushes against his side in an abortive bounce. 

 



“Dude,” Dean mumbles, clearly grouchy.”For God's sake, if you're gonna do that, at least use the bathroom.” 

 

Sam freezes. “Uh.” 

 

“I catch you moaning my name, I'm pushin' you outta bed,” Dean adds. 

 

Sam would question the logistics of that, except the boner he was nursing while Dean was asleep is doing its 

level best to make Dean notice it now that he's awake. “Sorry,” he says, feeling the tell-tale flush of heat that 

means he's blushing. He's more than a little glad for the dark right now. 

 

“Whatever, I already knew you were a freak,” Dean says. He doesn't move away, doesn't give Sam some 

privacy; it's like the last statement was his switch off, because before Sam can formulate a response, he's 

snoring against Sam's side again. 

 

He settles on taking slow, deep breaths, doing his level best to purge himself of arousal. When that completely 

fails to work, he thinks of Donald Trump and clowns and various other unsexy things. 

 

His dick continues to cheerfully defy him. 

 

Finally Sam growls in frustration, lifting Dean carefully out of the crook of his arm (and ignoring the 

discontented mumbles, because he can't handle cute right now) before heading straight for the bathroom and 

locking himself in.  

 

It's a ridiculously enormous relief to wrap his hand around his cock, to jack himself off hard and fast like he saw 

Dean do that one time out behind the woodshed, when Sam was young and curious and prone to seeing things 

he wasn't supposed to. It's downright bliss when he lets himself think of Dean, smiling and shirtless under a car, 

grim and professional on the job, childish and vaguely creepy when hitting on a girl. Dean, Dean, Dean, he 

chants mentally, and barely bites back the moan crowding his throat, opting instead to close his eyes and 

remember sleepless nights spent listening to frantic, rhythmic rustling in the next bed, the new and incredible 

curiosity and petrifying fear that always comes with awakening sexuality. 

 

He thinks of Dean drinking straight from the carton, Dean punching him two feet away from the Stanford 

campus, Dean holding him the night Jessica died, not saying anything but refusing to let Sam out of the hug. He 

thinks of Dean, then and now, all that explosive personality trapped in a form too small to hold it, and now he's 

cupping his balls and rubbing himself frantically and half-laughing, because this entire situation is too absurd to 

do anything but laugh. 

 

Closer, closer, and he's undulating his hips in the air, staring at his own reflection in the mirror and wonders if 

this is what Dean dreams about, seeing Sam flushed and spread out for him. The thought makes a low whine 

escape from his throat, and he closes his eyes again, bracing himself against the flimsy wood door as he comes. 

 

It's a little like being hit by a train, except without the excruciating pain and grisly death. The shock's there, 

though, and the inherent feeling of complete stupidity, how the hell do you not notice a train? being replaced 

with did you forget that he's your brother?. 

 



Sam hides his face in both hands—then yanks them off when the cold stickiness of his come meets his cheek. 

“Oh, gross,” he mutters, grimacing at himself in the mirror. The last time he looked this kinky, he'd done about 

ten too many Jell-O shots and would be embroiled in a month-long plot to get rid of the evidence the next 

morning. 

 

There's no audience this time, which is good since Sam's knees feel a little shaky and all he wants to do is crawl 

into bed and stay there for a few weeks. 

 

“Sam, hurry the fuck up, I can't sleep when you're in there.” 

 

Correction: crawl into bed alone and stay there for a few weeks. Or, actually, with the way things are going, a 

few months. 

 

“Sorry,” he calls, and hurriedly cleans off his face, careful to dry it, hoping to got he doesn't smell like spunk 

now. His hand's okay, so he thinks he's probably safe, but Dean's powers of...observation...are keen enough that 

Sam's pretty much panicking anyway, just for the hell of it. 

 

Maybe being a duck is distracting enough. Hopefully. 

 

But then again, maybe not. “You still smell like spunk,” Dean informs Sam as soon as he sits down on the bed. 

 

“Do I look like I care?” Sam asks. “And before you answer, that's rhetorical.” 

 

“I'm crushed,” Dean says sarcastically. “I was gonna write my master's around the answer.” 

 

“The sad part,” Sam says as he settles back, pulling Dean into the crook of his arm, “is that you probably 

would.” 

 

“Smelling like spunk is important,” Dean says, snuggling closer. “Dude, seriously, no one wants to smell skank 

for the rest of the day. Showers are your friends.” 

 

“Getting this done is my friend,” Sam corrects, but he lets Dean snuggle closer. 

 

“Yeah, yeah,” Dean says. “Just be glad this isn't a horniness spell.” 

 

Sam freezes. Objectively he knows they exist, but... “You've, uh. Dealt with them before?” 

 

“Yeah, I'll tell you about it in the morning.” Dean pokes him, sharp tiny beak making it difficult and 

uncomfortable. “You need sleep.” 

 

“I also need a pony and about 20 years of therapy.” 

 

“Yeah, well, sleep's the easy option, now shut the fuck up and take it.” 

 

Context, Sam thinks, and smirks. “Okay, Dad,” he says, and pulls Dean in closer. 



 

“....low blow, man.” 

 

And it is, of course, but Sam widens his eyes in mock-innocence. “I have no idea what you're talking about.” 

 

“Uh-huh, sure. Just sleep, already.” 

 

Since he's about ninety percent sure Dean's veering into enforcing territory—where he'll actually try to beat up 

Sam, instead of just threatening—Sam sighs and obeys, closing his eyes and forcing his muscles to relax. 

Tomorrow, he'll deal with...stuff. Tonight, he gives himself over to oblivion. 
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The town is so depressingly normal that Sam's tempted to let Dean be himself and convince all the inhabitants 

that he's crazy. 

 

There's a Main Street and a Wal-Mart and a house owned by an old man everyone's scared of. There are kind 

old women and chess-playing old men and all the kids are fresh-faced scamps. Even the local K-12 school has a 

pristine record, and casing the place only reveals more fresh-faced scamps. 

 

“Well,” Sam says at the end of the first day, “I don't know what the hell's up, but something definitely is.” 

 

“Did you see the way those kids looked when their teacher told 'em it was time to do math? If that's not pure 

evil, I don't know what the hell is.” Dean wiggles out of Sam's pocket and falls onto the bed. “Christ, that was 

crazy.” 

 

For once, Sam's inclined to agree. “So,” he says. “The idyllic nature of the town points to some sort of 

supernatural creature. There's no way even a whole coven of witches could maintain that much interpersonal 

harmony while simultaneously removing the barriers keeping realities in separate space-time continuum.” 

 

“Mmm, Geekboy at me harder,” Dean says, wiggling suggestively. 

 

“You are one sick little duck,” Sam informs him. “Seriously though, what do you think?” 

 

“I think you're right, of course. Hey, I'll do laundry for a month after I'm turned back if you gimme a bowl of 

beer to swim around in.” 

 

“What? No! You know we're not supposed to drink on the job.” They always do anyway, of course, but Sam 

really doesn't want to have to deal with, say, the consequences of accidentally giving his transmogrified brother 

alcohol poisoning. 

 

“Fuckin' spoilsport.” 

 

“Shut up. Anyway, I don't know where we'd buy liquor in this town, anyway.” 

 



“Every town in the world has booze, Sam. It's a law of nature.” 

 

“I thought we already covered that this town defies the laws of nature.” 

 

“Yeah, but...” 

 

Sam crosses his arms and waits for Dean to realize he's beat. 

 

“..crap.” 

 

Sam smirks. 

 

“Bastard.” 

 

“Poor baby. Next time I won't use all that tricky logic,” Sam taunts. “But really, I'm not gonna stick you in a 

bowl of booze. It's water or nothing at all.” 

 

He can practically hear the face he knows Dean's mentally pulling. “Fine. At least fill the bathtub up.” Dean 

first demanded this a few days ago, and it's rapidly become his favorite thing to do. Sam's torn between being 

glad that he found something enjoyable and hating the fact that the new highlight of Dean's life is swimming 

around in a few cubic feet of water. 

 

“Okay,” he says, maybe a little too quickly, because Dean snorts as he hops off the bed. 

 

“Guilt complexes are for pussies,” he says, hopping into the bathroom. 

 

Sam doesn't bother trying to contradict him, knowing from personal experience just how well that'll go over. 

Instead, he silently puts in the drain cover and turns on the water, adjusting it until it's lukewarm, which Dean 

claims he likes better than piping hot. Sam hasn't bothered to tell him that he thinks that's the duck talking. 

 

Dean hops into the bathtub right away, splashing around happily while it fills up. Sam goes back out to the 

bedroom and sits down on his bed, thinking as hard as he can. 

 

There's more than one supernatural creature known for its love of controlling this reality. Sam's betting on a 

fairy, which means a long, pain-in-the-ass job with a lot of dead ends, because fairies are incredibly difficult to 

find. It could just as easily be a disgruntled ex-demi-god, though, or some kind of imp. The problem is 

motivation; why would anyone need such a perfect town? Why the breaks in reality? None of it makes any kind 

of sense. 

 

Sam scowls down at his bed. He scowls harder when it turns into a mass of huge, evil-looking bees. 

 

“What the fu—aaaaugh!” he yells, leaping backwards, but instead of hitting the motel wall he tumbles to the 

ground, hands slapping hard, red dirt to keep himself from being injured. “Dean!” he yells, stumbling forward, 

fighting to get away from the writhing (but thankfully uninterested) bees. “Dean, are you okay?” If you've hurt 

my brother, I swear to God I'll— 



 

“I'm fine, Sammy,” Dean says. He's curled up on his side, staring at the world around them suspiciously, and oh 

god he's human again. 

 

“Dude, what happened? You're—I mean, you—“ 

 

“Yeah,” Dean says. “Don't know how it happened. Don't think it'll last once we get out of here, though.” 

 

Sam frowns, because that doesn't make any kind of sense at all. Why in the world would some power do this? 

What is the purpose of sucking a few humans into an alternate dimension, and going through the pains to break 

the transmogrification curse on one of them? 

 

He's over-thinking this. If the problem seems insurmountable, you're doing it wrong, his Algebra teacher once 

told him. He hadn't been very good at Algebra; even complete geeks have to have some kind of weakness, and 

Sam's was that Super Mario was far and beyond more interesting than anything his mediocre math class could 

teach him. Of course, he failed that year, but... 

 

Wait. Wait. 

 

“A video game!” Sam yelps, moving so suddenly that he very nearly falls over. “Dean! Dean, that's it!” 

 

“What's it?” Dean asks, rolling over and stretching out on his back. 

 

“We're not in an alternate reality right now,” Sam explains excitedly. “Well, I mean, we are, but we're not. 

We're in a false reality.” 

 

“How the everloving fuck can you have a false reality?” 

 

Sam curbs his impatience. Barely. “To test a magic gaming module and see if it works,” Sam says. “Any other 

factors would need to be mitigated, hence the perfect neighborhood, and the killings.” 

 

Dena blinks. “Huh,” he says finally. “That makes sense, I guess. What're we dealing with, then?” 

 

Sam can feel the world fading, shifting. He's standing in the bathroom, looking at Dean bob on the surface of 

the water, by the time he pulls a face and says, “Goblins.” 

 

|| 

 

Part Two! 

 

 

|| 

 

“I still don't get why we can't just waste 'em,” Dean grumbles. 
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“You mean why I can't just waste 'em. And the answer to that is easy,” Sam says. 

 

“Oh, really.” 

 

“Goblins don't care much about human life, and they're equally as likely to kill you as look at you, but they're also 

predominantly tribal. If we killed the goblins living here, then we'd have every goblin in the world on our asses.” 

 

“Like the vampires.” 

 

“Except about a hundred times worse, yeah,” Sam says. 

 

“Well, shit,” Dean says. “How're we going to bargain our way out of this one?” 

 

Sam lets himself grin, slow and predatory. “Easy,” he says. “We just used a little bit of leverage.” 

 

In the compartment in the Impala's trunk that most people use for oil and Fix-a-Flat is their tiny collection of occult 

items that are actually real or useful. There's a few ceremonial knives, some amulets, an ornate mask, and various other 

items, all of them in pretty decent condition, and all of them conducive to magic. 

 

Sam can practically see Dean going white with horror. “Dude,” he says. “We can't get rid of these!” 

 

“It's this or spend the rest of our dramatically shortened lives fighting off murderous goblin hordes,” Sam says bluntly. 

 

A moment of silence, and Sam's frantically praying that Dean'll agree, accept this, because Sam's not entirely sure what 

Plan B is, or if he even has one. 

 

“Fine,” Dean grumbles eventually, sounding about as happy as a snail in a salt factory. “Dad's gonna kill us when he finds 

out.” 

 

“Dad ought to be happy we saved a whole town of people,” Sam says, even though he knows that won't be the case. 

 

“How do we find the goblins, anyway?” 

 

Sam smirks at the obvious subject change. “Easy,” he says. “Just look for the one place that isn't perfect. 

 

Half a mile down Main Street and two blocks to the east, they find it. 

 

The house is small, ramshackle, clearly falling into disrepair. Sam walks up the front steps without hesitating, Dean heavy 

in his pocket, and pounds on the front door. 

 

A small, wizened creature answers: a goblin. “You're not selling cookies, are you, boy? 

 

From his spot deep in Sam's pocket, Dean snickers. Sam's smile freezes and he reaches down, causally sticking his hand 

in his pockets and practically smushing Dean. “My name is Samuel Winchester,” he says, rattling off the centuries-old 

protocol like he's reading from a book. Which he is, actually; reading from one he memorized, at any rate. “And I would 



like to discuss business with the Business Manager.” 

 

The goblin's eyes narrow. “What business you got with the Boss?” he demands, all formality forgotten. 

 

Sam just smiles serenely. 

 

The goblin eyes him for a few more terse minutes, taking in everything from Sam's faded shoes to his olive green hoodie 

to the bag of (metaphorical) bargaining chips. 

 

“Fine,” he says finally. “Wait here.” He slams the door in their faces. 

 

Dean whistles. “Damn,” he says. “Rude.” 

 

“Goblins,” Sam says by way of explanation, and suddenly the door's open again. 

 

“His Excellency will see you now,” the goblin says, and bows them—or Sam, really) into the house. 

 

The interior of the house, surprisingly enough, is just as dingy as the outside. Sam very carefully doesn't raise his 

eyebrows as the goblin leans him past the animal heads on the wall ad the books scattered on the floor and into a small, 

sparsely furnished room. 

 

The goblin sitting at the test has more wrinkles on his face than Sam thinks he probably has on his brain. He raises his 

eyebrows and steeples his fingers when they come in. 

 

“Sam, Dean. I understand you wish to make a bargain with me?” 

 

Sam doesn't bother asking it how it knows who they are. “We have a few items,” he allows. “We'd like to exchange them 

for peace in this place.” 

 

“How do you know your items will be of any interest to me?” 

 

Sam quirks a brow. “Just a guess,” he says, and empties the bag on the table. 

 

The goblin inhales sharply, reflexively. Sam just barely holds back a smug smile. “This stuff's worth a small fortune,” he 

says. “I'm willing to let it all go if you'll abandon this venture.” 

 

“How do I know any of it's good?” 

 

“Oh, please,” Dean says snottily from his usual (and it's scary, that any of this can be usual) spot in Sam's pocket. “We 

know about you fuckers and your love for revenge. Why the hell would we give you fake stuff?” 

 

“Dean!” Sam hisses, but the goblin raises his eyebrows and steeples his fingers.  

 

“A valid point, though inelegantly made,” he says. “Very well. As you humans say, we have a deal.” 

 

Sam refrains from pumping his fist in triumph. Barely. He feels, somehow, like he's being both himself and Dean, as 



though some part of him is determined to keep this hunt at least relatively normal. 

 

“Thank you for doing business with us,” he says finally, his formal tone only dampened a little by the shit-eating grin on 

his face. 

 

“You're very welcome,” the goblin says, and suddenly he smiles, revealing disgusting, rotting yellow teeth. “Now,” he 

says, “you'll be escorted out.” 

 

“Hey!” Dean squeaks when the goblins whack Sam on the head and grab his arms, dragging him. “Hey! That's my 

brother, you wrinkly sons of bitches! Let go of him before I tear your fucking faces off!” 

 

“Dean, just stop,” Sam orders between clenched teeth. “We've almost solved the whole problem.” 

 

“I don't care! The town can go up in flames for all I care, they're hurting you!” 

 

“Not really,” Sam says, and then the goblins are throwing him out onto the road. He lands on the concrete, skidding and 

coming to a halt right on the yellow line. 

 

“Okay,” he says slightly breathlessly, “that kind of hurt.” 

 

“Sam? Sam! I'm going to kill those fucking—“ 

 

“Dude,” Sam says, and forces himself to sit up. “It's not that bad, okay? Really.” 

 

“You're hurt! They hurt you!” 

 

“Yeah, and so does every other stupid creature we come up against.” Sam rubs his face with one hand tiredly. “Look, 

Dean, the house is gone. Stop freaking out.” 

 

“I will not stop freaking out! You're hurt!” 

 

“Dean.” 

 

“Attack! Pecking to death! Breeeeaaaad!” 

 

Ducks, Sam decides wearily as he gets ups and heads over to the car, are just about the worst creatures to have to deal 

with in a crisis. 
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He turns on the hot water when he gets back, collapsing on the bathroom floor to watch the tub fill up. He was only 

telling Dean half of the truth; the throw didn't really hurt, but between it and Dean's current condition and just life in 

general, he's tired and cranky and ready to throw random objects at people with varying degrees of innocence. 

 

“Dude. You're not seriously going to soak in the bathtub.” 

 



Sam just barely restrains a groan. “Yes,” he says with measured patience, “I am.” 

 

“Why? You never take baths.” 

 

“I'm tired.” And worried sick about you, and about how long one person can stay in an inanimate object before some 

whacky karma kicks in and their soul gets booted out. 

 

“Bullshit. Tell me the real reason.” 

 

“Maybe there isn't one.” 

 

“Bullshit,” Dean says again, and hops up until they're eye-to-beak. “Now tell me the real reason.” 

 

Sam turns his head, irrationally annoyed. “Fuck off, Dean.” 

 

“No.” 

 

The bathtub's filled, so Sam turns off the water and strips, easing himself into the tub. “I mean it,” he says, glaring at 

Dean, who's sitting on the bathtub ledge, watching unashamedly. “Fuck off.” 

 

“And I mean it when I say no, Sammy,” Dean says. The brief flash of old Dean, the hard planes of his face, the way his 

lips'd screw up stubbornly when Sam fucked up, is enough: Sam gets suddenly, shamefully hard. 

 

“Dean,” Sam says levelly, “get out of here.” 

 

“Why should I?” 

 

“Because you're about a quarter the length of my foot, and I can stomp you.” 

 

“...convincing.” 

 

Sam glares. 

 

Dean opens his beak a few times, as though to argue, but eventually just sighs. “Fine,” he says, and turns around, 

hopping to the floor. “Have fun soaking yourself into oblivion, you girl,” he calls over his shoulder. 

 

Sam wrinkles his nose. He's honestly starting to wonder if being transmogrified is somehow making Dean suffer age 

regression. 

 

But the water feels good, and he can feel abused muscles relaxing. He (almost) never takes baths because they take so 

damned long, and they're boring; Sam doesn't have Dean's pathetic lack of anything remotely resembling an attention 

span, but he's not exactly Buddha, and being raised by John Winchester means he has a pretty acute appreciation for 

efficiency and common sense. Baths don't fall under either category. 

 

Also, he hasn't really fit in a bathtub since he was eleven, which sucks to a degree that defies proper description. 

 



He's really not comfortable now, even, and on the heels of that thought comes action: he raises a leg up and over the 

bathtub edge, stretching luxuriously. Much better, even if he is dripping water on the bathroom floor. 

 

If Dean were to walk in right now—and he won't, because Dean doesn't even have legs right now, but Sam's tired and 

likes his harmless fantasies—he'd laugh his ass off at Sam. Hell, Sam would laugh his ass off at himself if he wasn't aching 

quite this much. 

 

Speaking of aching...he slides a hand down and grips his cock lightly. 

 

“God,” he mutters, and moves, thrusting into his grip. 

 

This is the simplest thing he knows how to do—push-pull, breathe and imagine, propelling himself towards an end he 

already knows. He breathes deep, feeling the water move over him, and wills himself to stop thinking. 

 

It doesn't work. Two minutes later he's frantic, rubbing the head of his cock and cupping his own balls and whispering 

Dean's name over and over again, quiet and desperate. 

 

He opens his eyes when he's close, desperate and unfocused right up until he sees Dean floating in the water in front of 

him, staring at him with wide eyes—and then he loses it, eyes flying shut again as he groans and comes. 

 

Splashing, and then silence. 

 

Sam really, really doesn't want to deal with this, but Dean's never once left him alone when he didn't want to deal with 

something, so he grits his teeth and decides to meet it head-on, sitting up a bit and opening his eyes to face Dean. 

 

Who's now human, naked, hard, and sitting in between Sam's legs. 

 

Sam blinks, and rubs his eyes, and blinks again just to be sure. But yes: Dean is entirely human now, not a hint of red or 

rubber or duck...ness about him. 

 

Dean licks his lips, tongue capturing Sam's come, and grins, all too obviously nervous. “Hey, Sammy,” he says. 

 

Sam doesn't faint, but it's a close thing. 
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He came on his brother. He came on his brother's face and it made him human again and Dean heard Sam moaning his 

name and Sam can't believe he thought things were bad when his brother was no longer human (or, actually, a living 

creature), because this is so much worse. 

 

“I—uh—I—“ 

 

Dean cocks an eyebrow. “I'm all ears.” 

 

Sam's own are burning redder than tomatoes. “Uh.” 

 



“In that case,” Dean says, and pops the drain out, “feel free to leave. I'm going to celebrate having a dick again.” And he 

strokes himself once, slowly, closing his eyes as his whole body shudders. 

 

“Gahkn,” Sam says, and flees. 

 

He yanks his pants on and stumbles out of the motel room shirtless, inhaling fresh air in ridiculously huge gulps, fighting 

down panic he can feel rising in his gut. It's beyond ridiculous, a dozen steps past stupid, but the fact remains that 

Dean's in there jerking off, and Sam... 

 

Beneath the complete, abject panic, Sam's relieved, and more than a little hopeful, because apparently Sam getting 

himself off while moaning Dean's name isn't exactly repulsive to Dean. 

 

Stupid, he tells himself, resting his forehead against the wall. Stupid, stupid, stupid, but that isn't stopping the hope, of 

course it isn't: that would be too easy, too simple. 

 

He isn't sure how long he's been standing there when the motel door swings open slowly. Dean steps out fully-clothed: 

great. He's got one up on Sam, then. 

 

“You know, it's only a matter of time before someone tries to pay you to take it up the ass, you keep standing like that.” 

 

It's a Dean line said in Dean's voice. Sam doesn't even try to smother the sheer, overwhelming gladness that he knows is 

all over his face. 

 

Dean takes a step forward: not tentative but slow. Giving Sam time to bolt. 

 

Dean honestly thinks Sam might be uncomfortable with this. Christ. Maybe it was better when Dean actually had healthy 

levels of selfishness, even if, to achieve that phenomenon, his personality had to be in a physical form thirty times 

smaller than usual. 

 

“I—I'm fine,” Sam says, and takes a step back. “Kind of need a shirt, though,” he adds with a crooked grin. 

 

“Yeah, idiot, you do.” Dean's crooked frown is as familiar to Sam as the stretch of blue sky above them. “What the hell 

do you think you're doing, anyway, running around half-naked? I don't feel like beating off a bunch of crazy girls. Or 

crazy queers.” 

 

“I don't—“ 

 

“Shut the fuck up,” Dean says, enunciating every word carefully, “and get inside, or I'll make you.” 

 

“You're a little to happy about being big enough to kick my ass again, you know?” Sam grumbles, but he goes inside 

obediently. 

 

“Good boy,” Dean says with a mocking grin. Sam grimaces at him and pulls on a shirt. “I'm starting to regret changing 

you back,” he says, and suddenly regrets opening his mouth, too. 

 

Dean's eyes rake Sam up and down, and seriously, what the fuck? “I don't know,” he says. “It was better than some 



freaky incense and dead goats ritual.” 

 

Sam's come on his face is better than dead livestock. “That's....good to know,” Sam says doubtfully.  

 

Dean grins. “So, while you were pouting out there I found a haunting in Montana. Pretty tame, low-grade stuff, nothing 

too hard—shouldn't take us more than a few days, and then we can go looking for a more serious job.” 

 

It's probably a bad idea to stare like Dean's started performing a striptease to “My Humps”, but Sam does anyway, 

because, “Seriously, what the fuck?” 

 

Dean blinks. 

 

“We can't—what happened. That changes everything,” Sam says. 

 

Dean doesn't glare, doesn't even look offended. He just looks at Sam, completely bland, corners of his mouth turned up 

in the reflexive smile of a born charmer. “No,” he says, and looks away. “No, it doesn't.” 

 

It's the equivalent, as far as Sam's concerned, of announcing that the sky's no longer blue and that Britney Spears is 

being made ambassador to China: impossible enough that it slides on over into crazy territory. But Dean's looking at him 

calmly, like he's just made a perfectly rational statement, so Sam grits his teeth and forces himself to smile. “Right,” he 

says. “Right. Doesn't matter.” 

 

Dean nods, and he's suddenly—tense? But no; there's no reason for him to be. Maybe Sam's just out of practice when it 

comes to reading him. 

 

“So,” he says, forcing himself to sound upbeat. “A haunting in Montana.” 

 

“Yeah,” Dean says. “I figure, we hop into the car now and we'll make it by sundown. Check into a motel, relax, start 

working tomorrow morning.” 

 

It sounds like a good, normal, smooth plan, the kind of plan Sam normally thinks up. He's instantly suspicious. “What's 

the catch?” 

 

Dean's lips tighten into a thin line, which is pretty much a “hi, I'm lying, ask me how!” sign for Sam. “No catch.” 

 

“Dean.” 

 

Dean rolls his eyes and sighs. “Fine. The ghost is apparently of a girl who died a few years ago in a vampire gang war. We 

might run into...old friends. So it's dangerous, but, you know, the easy kind of danger.” 

 

Only in their line of work would that last sentence make any kind of sense. Well, okay, the FBI might get it, too, but that 

really does more to prove Sam's point than anything else. 

 

“Sounds good,” Sam says, and grabs his duffel. “We stopping on the road?” 

 

“Nah, I got a bag of Twizzlers.” 



 

“...so we're stopping on the road.” 

 

“Dude, Twizzlers. They're like...the sixth food group.” 

 

“If you want to die by the time you hit thirty, maybe. We're stopping for real breakfast.” 

 

“You whiner.” 

 

“Hey, at least I'm letting you drive.” Sam flashes Dean his best cheeky grin before hopping into the car. Dean slides in, 

flips him the bird, and starts the car, all in one smooth motion. The engine roars to life, and Dean closes his eyes. 

 

“Missed you, baby,” he says, and he's— 

 

“Dean,” Sam says incredulously. “Stop stroking the car. It's creepy.” 

 

“Wha?” Dean cracks an eye open and looks down at the hand that's tracing slow, sensuous circles on the leather seat. 

“Oh. Heh.” 

 

Sam's still snickering when they merge, once again, onto the highway. 
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“It looks like a turtle.” 

 

“It looks like a bloody body that was crushed in a car accident.” 

 

Dean looks at Sam, then looks back up at the sky. He doesn't, Sam notices with something akin to wild panic, spare a 

glance for the road. 

 

“Nope,” Dean says finally. “Turtle.” 

 

“Would you please,” Sam says, teeth gritted, “Watch. The road.” 

 

“I am,” Dean says, and carefully steers them back over onto the right side. “Christ, Sam, don't get your panties in a 

twist.” 

 

“It's really not my panties I'm worried about!” 

 

Dean bursts out laughing. Sam opens his mouth to yell at him, because seriously what the—oh. 

 

He clamps it shut. 

 

“Hate to say it, Samantha, but you walked into that one,” Dean says, and yeah, he's snickering unrepentantly. Bastard. 

 

“You're hilarious,” Sam says. “Especially for someone who has three pairs of pink briefs.” 



 

“I mixed the reds in with the whites!” Dean protests. Sam has the singular pleasure of watching him flush a deep, dark 

red. 

 

“Funny,” Sam says, “how none of your shirts are pink.” 

 

He's practically purple now. “Brat,” he mumbles finally, barely moving his lips. It's Sam's turn to laugh, and he does, long 

and loud. 

 

They keep up the banter this time, all the way to Knotsville, a tiny suburb of Billings whose greatest asset appears to be 

a motel constructed to look like a mountain. Sam would like to pretend the difference doesn't matter, that Dean as a 

grouchy inanimate object is no different from Dean as a human, but since Dean's punching him in the shoulder and 

nodding at a girl walking past, one with legs practically up to her armpits and the kind of tits a guy would die for—well. 

He can only lie to himself so much. 

 

“I missed you, you know,” he says in the single still second between when Dean turns the car off and when he hops out. 

 

It gives Dean pause. “I was right there,” he says. “You carried me in your pocket. Literally.” 

 

“But you weren't you,” Sam says, placing strange emphasis on the words—they matter, and he wants Dean to see that, 

to understand. 

 

Dean's lips twist, a grimace of distaste. “I'm sorry,” he says. 

 

“Don't be.” Sam's voice is firm. “I just—you know. It's weird, is all.” 

 

“Yeah,” Dean says, voice light, and he claps Sam on the shoulder. “Love you too, dweeb.” 

 

It's a sad day when Dean, he of the “two grunts is a conversation, three is an argument” mentality, outclasses him in 

emotional intelligence. Sam grimaces and heads for their room. 

 

It has two very, very small beds: twin beds, by the look of them, and Sam grimaces. Spending an entire night falling off 

his bed really isn't his idea of fun. 

 

“Damn,” Dean says, staring at the room. “This bites.” 

 

“Yeah,” Sam says dejectedly. 

 

“We're gonna have to move the nightstand.” 

 

Sam blinks. “What?” 

 

“You can take the twin beds. Sleep diagonally or something. I'll use the couch.” 

 

The couch in question couldn't be more than four feet long. Sam stared. “Are you shitting me?” 

 



But Dean's eyes are entirely guileless. “Come on, man, I'm already practically enslaved to you. You got me off with just a 

few days instead of a month.” 

 

Got him off, indeed. Christ. “Dean,” Sam says firmly, “I'm sleeping on the left-hand bed, and you're sleeping on the right, 

and that is the end of it.” 

 

Dean doesn't look surprised, which in turn doesn't surprise Sam. They know each other too well to be shocked by the 

other's idiosyncrasies anymore. “Alright,” he says, and pulls out the ever-present knife, sticking it under his pillow. 

“Home, sweet home.” 

 

“Your issues could fill up a Steven King doorstop,” Sam says, shaking his head. 

 

“And your issues make that Harry Potter woman look like a quick read,” Dean retorts. 

 

“Whatever.” It's only a little after one; definitely way before Sam's used to going to sleep, but he feels weirdly (or maybe 

not so weirdly; all things considered, it's a wonder he's not even worse off) drained and completely unwilling to confront 

anything that doesn't primarily consist of a soft surface and a pillow to plant his face in. “'night,” he says, and belly-flops 

onto the bed. 

 

He hears rustling, and knows from hundreds of days' experience that Dean's stripping down. Bastard always sleeps in his 

boxers; if Sam didn't know any better, he'd think it was deliberate. 

 

“'night, Sam,” Dean says in a syrupy, sleepy voice that has Sam closing his eyes and determinedly not getting hard. 

 

“'night, Dean,” Sam says, his voice only shaking a little. 

 

But it isn't a good night, it's not even a remotely acceptable night, because Sam feels his mind drift and he starts faking 

sleep and then there's rustling and heavy breathing and, yeah, Dean's lying about three feet away from Sam and jerking 

off.  

 

And, okay, if Sam suddenly got his dick back after days of it being not there, he thinks he'd probably be all over it, too. 

But Dean fucking knows, he knows how Sam feels about this, and—maybe it's a joke. They've played mean-spirited jokes 

on each other before. 

 

But Sam thinks back to the neutral, protective expression in Dean's eyes, to the way he so carefully stepped away from 

Sam before, and circles right back around to confused again. 

 

“Dean,” he whispers. “Would you cut it out?” 

 

A second of complete silence and Dean's getting up, reeling like a drunk as he stumbles to the bathroom. Sam hears him 

in there, frantic skin against skin and then a muffled groan, and it's so much like what he was just a few days ago that he 

has to close his eyes and will himself not to hear it, not to respond. 

 

It doesn't work. 

 

Frustration courses through him, confusion and anger on its heels. And then fury comes, starting as anger but 



multiplying and spreading until his entire body burns with it, until his hands shake and his eyes are wide and angry. 

Logically he knows he can still see perfectly fine, but his mind can't process the images; everything is blurred, unreal. The 

only thing that really exists is the fine point of anger that tugs him up and propels him to the bathroom door. 

 

He opens it with a resounding crash and leans against the doorframe, studying Dean—leaning against the wall, pants 

down to his ankles, legs spread wide like a whore's—with impartial eyes.  

 

“I am getting,” he says, careful to enunciate every word, “incredibly tired of this complete bullshit.” 

 

Later, he'll realize his mistake. Later, he'll remember that Dean's never pulled his punches, that that's not a part of who 

Dean is. 

 

Now, he forgets. He expects Dean to back down. 

 

He doesn't expect Dean to grab his shoulders, slam him into the door, and kiss him so viciously that Sam actually gasps. 

 

It gives Dean an opportunity, of course, and he takes it, sucking Sam's tongue into his mouth, caressing it with his own, 

hands sliding down to cup Sam's ass. 

 

“Shouldn't have pushed me, Sam,” Dean whispers frantically, breaking away to suck in a gasp of air, grinding their hips 

together provocatively. “Shouldn't've made me want—shouldn't—“ 

 

He's not even talking sense anymore. “Shut up,” Sam advises, and grabs him. 

 

This time the kiss is slow, soft, everything Sam's wanted to do to Dean for—God. Who the hell knows? Too long, but 

right now it doesn't matter, because Dean's kissing him back with redirected anger and there are toes curling and Sam 

just wants more, faster, now. 

 

“Please,” he says, cupping Dean's face with both hands and nipping Dean's lower lip, “please, Dean. Tell me I'm not 

alone in this.” 

 

Dean grimaces. “Fuckin' duh, man,” he says, and all but humps Sam's leg. 

 

It figures. Sam can't help but laugh a little, letting his hands skirt down Dean's body and up his shirt, feeling tight 

muscles, hard bone. It's all both incredibly familiar and wonderfully, amazingly new; he's looked so many times before, 

touched in comfort and in combat, but never like this. Never with intent, never knowing that Dean wants, has wanted, 

(will want? the voice in his head asks, and Sam wishes he had an answer), this. 

 

“God,” Sam says, and drops to his knees. 

 

Dean looks down and jerks his head up, clenching his fists. “Don't think he's here right now, Sam,” he says, voice tight. 

 

He doubts Dean really wants it, but he lets himself smile dopily anyway. “Don't care,” he murmurs, laying open-mouthed 

kisses along Dean's thighs, his fingers kneading Dean's ass. It's good—more than good, really, it's fantastic and a dream 

come true and all those other adjectives and phrases that Sam never lets himself so much as think, but good is an 

adequate word and it makes him smile as he sucks the head of Dean's cock into his mouth. 



 

“Fuck,” Dean hisses, and he thrusts into Sam's mouth agonizingly slowly.  

 

Sam flexes his throat, takes Dean in—the skills to do it he learned at college, but the willpower to not gag he got from 

here, from Dean, and it strikes him as fitting in a way most people would probably find perverse. “God, Sam, you kinky 

little son of a bitch, never told me you'd learned this—ah, fuckfuckfuck, pull off, I have to—“ And Sam sits back on his 

heels, looks up at Dean curiously. 

 

Dean wraps a hand around his dick, squeezing, the other rises to Sam's hair, tangling in it. “Get up here,” Dean orders, 

and Sam obeys, pinning Dean against the door and then, careful to be obvious about it, leaning down and kissing him. 

 

“Wanna fuck you,” Dean says, tongue playing with the spot just behind Sam's jaw that makes him hiss and close his eyes, 

desperate to keep hold of himself. 

 

But. “Me first,” Sam whispers, and he makes it a challenge, smirking and sliding his hands down to Dean's ass, pulling 

them out just slightly and squeezing. 

 

“Ohgod.” Stuttering thrusts, dazed eyes. Dean licks his lips. “I. Okay,” he says, and Sam smiles. 

 

The bed isn't perfect. It's a little lumpy and smells like too many rainy nights and it's so small that all Sam can think is 

that he's very definitely going to fall off of it at least once, humiliating himself and giving Dean almost (but not quite) 

enough blackmail material to counteract the duck thing. But when Dean sits on it, spreading his legs wide, before 

grabbing his crotch lewdly and lying down, dick in the air— 

 

Sam's definitely not going to be complaining about the quality of the bed. 

 

He pulls Dean's shirt off first, kisses his chest and tweaks his nipples. Running his tongue along Dean's pecs has Dean 

breathing hard, writhing; licking the dip in his hipbone has him yelling Sam's name. 

 

Sam smirks. “Not so loud,” he says. “The neighbors might hear.” 

 

“Lame, man,” Dean pants, and favors him with a bitchy glare. Sam laughs. 

 

“I, uh. Don't have any lube,” Dean adds, cheeks hilariously red. 

 

Sam crawls up Dean's body and drops him a kiss. “I do,” he says, waggling his eyebrows.  

 

Dean snorts. “Funny how I'm not at all surprised.” 

 

Sam just smiles, retrieving the tube from his bag and popping the cap off. He slicks two fingers up, careful to warm the 

lube up, before pushing in. 

 

He isn't gentle and he isn't slow. He could be; it'd be more courteous. But he knows Dean, knows him like the palm of his 

own hand or the letters in the alphabet, and he knows that any kind of gentleness, any slow movement, will only piss 

him off. 

 



“Fuck, Sam,” Dean whispers, cock glistening with small drops of precome. Sam swipes his thumb over the head, 

collecting the drops and rubbing them all over Dean's dick, slicking him up. 

 

“God,” Dean says, and shudders around Sam's fingers. 

 

Sam pulls out then, trailing his fingers over Dean's thighs and smiling at the whine of reluctance that escapes Dean. “You 

little fucker,” Dean mutters, hands skating over Sam's skin frantically—his back, his arms, his hair, pulling him closer. 

 

“Little?” Sam asks, and his cock bumps up against Dean's ass. 

 

To Dean's credit, he doesn't even flinch. “Come on,” he says, lifting his hips. “I'm gonna die of old age, here.” 

 

“Your fault, old man,” Sam teases—and pushes in in one hard, slow stroke. 

 

Dean's eyes widen almost comically, and for a second Sam freezes—but then Dean's eyes fly shut and his hands bunch in 

the sheets, and he's thrusting back against Sam and ohgod Sam doesn't want to know if he's done this before or not, he 

really doesn't, but either way he's a fucking natural. 

 

“Dean,” he says, and his voice sounds, to him, drawn-out and pathetic, almost childish; but Dean smiles.  

 

“Yeah,” he says. His hands spread on Sam's back, pull him down closer. “Yeah.” 

 

They move together after that, whispered encouragement and words neither of them will admit to in the morning, 

brother and mine and love you, so much. 

 

Dean opens his eyes when he comes, staring straight at Sam, his right hand finding Sam's own and winding their fingers 

together. Sam feels warmth against his stomach and closes his eyes, letting himself go, clinging to Dean's fingers like he 

has so many times in the past. He tries to tell himself that things were completely different then, tries to delineate the 

then and the now, but he looks up at Dean and he thinks brother and love and it never was any different than now, not 

really. 

 

“I love you, and I think I'd die gorily for you. A lot,” he says calmly. 

 

Dean blinks at him. “Yeah, I know,” he says. 

 

It isn't a revelation, and Sam's glad. It shouldn't be. 

 

He worries for about two seconds over sleeping, who'll go where and what he'll say if Dean decides to sleep in the other 

bed. Then Dean whacks him on the head and tells him to stop being such an idiot, and so he laughs and obeys, falling 

asleep with his hand resting on Dean's chest. 

 

It's probably dumb to feel like it belongs there, but Sam does anyway. 
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He should have known that not falling off the bed during sex meant he'd fall off it for sure the next morning. 



 

He wakes up with a disgusting taste in his mouth and the growing feeling of horror that's only possible when one has 

slept with one's brother and fallen asleep with one's limbs still tangled with his. And it's a mark of his pure panic, he 

knows, that he's thinking like a character in a Victorian model. 

 

Shit. Shit shit shit shit shit. And then, because it sounds so good in his head, he says it out loud: “Shit.” 

 

Because Dean's nowhere to be found. 

 

“Dean!” he yells, rolling over—and falling out of the bed, whacking his head on the nightstand. “Fuck! Ow! Dean! Dean, 

where are you?” 

 

“Sam?” Dean's voice, but smaller, higher. 

 

...oh, no. 

 

“Dean?” 

 

“I'm under here,” Dean says, and Sam squints into the shadows beneath the unused bed. 

 

A sock, Dean's shoe, and... 

 

“It's an improvement on the last thing, I guess,” Dean says. 

 

Sam tells himself, very sternly, that he won't laugh. 

 

“I mean. For one thing, I've got legs.” 

 

Sam clenches his jaw shut.  

 

“Granted, there's four of them, and I'm not loving the whole pink ponytail thing, but it's still better than being a duck.” 

 

Sam can feel his knuckles start to ache; he digs them into the sheets tangled around him even harder, determined not to 

say anything to make this worse. 

 

“And at least you won't look all that weird carrying me around. Gay, maybe, but not weird.” 

 

Sam finally finds his voice. “Dean,” he says, almost hoarse from the sheer effort involved in not laughing, “You make a 

very, very pretty My Little Pony.” 
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“I can't believe this.” Dean whinnies and paws the ground, his foot moving with the awkward, jerky motions of a toy. “I 

thought we'd broken the curse!” 

 

“I guess coming on your face was too easy,” Sam says. 



 

“Christ.” Dean stretches and folds his legs till he can more or less bury his face in the pillow. “I can't stay like this!” he 

wails, tail twitching in aggravation. 

 

“You said it yourself,” Sam says. “At least you have legs.” 

 

Dean settles for glaring wordlessly. 

 

“...right.” Sam says. “Um. Maybe the goblins did it.” 

 

“Can goblins do magic?” 

 

Sam shakes his head. “They're manipulators,” he says. “Businessmen. They take something and—oh.” 

 

“What? What?” Dean leaps to his feet and glares at Sam; he's back to being his excitable toy-self. “What, damn it!” 

 

“They take something and refine it,” Sam says dully. “Make it better.” 

 

Dean blinks. “Well...shit.” 

 

“Yeah. Shit.” 

 

They sit in silence. Sam feels itchy all over; he just had sex, fucking fantastic sex, and he'd like to do it again, except his 

partner is a tiny toy pony. Normal people problems are, apparently, too much to ask for. 

 

“Wanna go to the movies?” Sam says finally. 

 

“Sure,” Dean says, a little too quickly. 

 

They see some movie with explosions and hot chicks and a male lead who likes to frown a lot. Sam's not even paying it 

cursory attention, because Dean's insisted on sitting on his lap and now he's doing crazy shit like poking Sam's dick with 

his hoof, which would be hot if it was Dean's body, but as it is, it's sick and wrong and damaging. 

 

“Dude, would you just stop?” Sam hisses, poking Dean in the side. 

 

“Stop what?” 

 

“With the...poking.” 

 

“What, you don't like it?” And no, not with the fake-innocence thing—but that's exactly what Dean's doing, fluttering his 

plastic lashes and swishing his tail. 

 

So much therapy. So, so much. “No,” Sam says firmly, but his voice is shaking, and his dick feels like it's going to pop out 

of his pants all on its own. 

 

“I think you're lying,” Dean says smugly, and rubs harder. 



 

“Dean!” Sam's going to attack him, give him a screed about responsibility and decency and how people just can't fuck 

My Little Ponies no matter who's inhabiting them, but his speech is aborted by the giant Slushie cup someone throws at 

the back of his head. 

 

“Tell the guy who's blowing you to shut the fuck up before we break his fuckin' face!” someone screeches. 

 

Sam blinks. Wow; for a town in the middle of nowhere, these people are pretty violent. “Um,” he says. 

 

“And yours, too!” 

 

Sam's mouth shuts with an audible click. 

 

Dean is perfectly still and quiet after that, and Sam doesn't say a word either, though he does occasionally comb through 

the soft fake hair of Dean's tail. He's relieved when the credits finally roll; he stands up and leaves the theater right 

away, Dean tucked under his coat. 

 

“You smell good,” Dean says absently as Sam walks briskly down the street towards their motel. 

 

“Is this new?” Sam asks. He means to sound dry, amused; it comes out as rawly curious. 

 

“No,” Dean says, and something about his tone gives Sam pause. “It's just the first time I've ever been able to tell you.” 

 

Sam blinks. That's. “Oh,” he says, and he thinks he might sound a bit lost. 

 

“Yeah.” 

 

He holds Dean a little tighter and keeps walking. 
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“So,” Dean says over dinner, which for Sam is a turkey sandwich and for Dean is some sweetened water (it'll go right 

through him, but he insisted and Sam couldn't refuse), “how're we gonna lift this thing?” 

 

“Actually—I, uh.” 

 

“Spit it out, Sammy.” 

 

“I thought maybe we could talk to Ash about it,” Sam says in a rush. 

 

He's not sure how Dean manages to scowl as a plastic pony, but like any and all other miracles associated with Dean's 

status as an inanimate object, he does. “Dude! No. He's gonna want to inspect me and—“ 

 

“You know he knows about this kind of thing, he could help!” 

 

“He'll end up spreading it all through the community. Dean Winchester, a helpless kid's toy.” Dean shakes his head in 



disgust. “No fuckin' way, Sam.” 

 

Sam grits his teeth. “So what, you wanna stay this way for the rest of your life?” 

 

“It won't be for the rest of my life!” 

 

“Maybe,” Sam says. “But quite frankly, Dean, me—coming on your face. It shouldn't have affected the spell. If I 

somehow read that circle wrong, you might be lookin' at a lot more than thirty days.” 

 

Dean snorts derisively, but Sam can see the shadow of worry on his face. Good. 

 

“How would you feel,” he presses, “making me tell everybody that you're just gone, no record of how you supposedly 

died? You wanna go out like that, Dean, gone without a trace? Just another name in the back of people's heads.” 

 

“Sam...” 

 

“And what about last night, huh? You never wanna have that again? Call me crazy, but I think you enjoyed it, and I can 

guarantee you won't be getting laid by me or anyone else when you're in that body. It's your call, Dean, but you're bein' 

a dumbass.” He takes a deep breath, sits back. 

 

Dean sighs. “Okay,” he says. “Okay. Look. This wasn't my choice, alright? I didn't—but. If Ash can't help, then we've just 

made the situation five times worse. We can ask around, research spells ourselves.” 

 

“Spend years looking up what Ash, or someone else, already knows? Nice plan there, Dean.” 

 

“Better than yours!” 

 

“Hah! No.” 

 

“If you honestly think,” Dean whinnies, raising a threatening paw, “That I'm going to put up with your stupid, 

condescending bullshit—“ 

 

“You're clearly not rational.” Sam pulls every snooty trick he learned at college: looking down his nose, clipping all his 

vowels, smirking. “It's my job to make the important decisions until you can think reasonably again.”  

 

For a second Dean just stares at him, something dark and murderous lurking in his eyes. Then he walks over to his 

pillow, leans down—and pulls out the knife, his teeth clamped firmly on the handle. 

 

“Bregrae u eye,” he says in a low, deadly voice, and charges at Sam. 

 

Several things happen after that, close enough to one another that Sam feels justified in saying that they happen all at 

once. He bursts out laughing at the sight of his murderous, equine brother, falling off the bed before Dean has a chance 

to stab him; Dean spits the knife out and starts howling about discrimination and how he's going to stomp Sam's eyes to 

a pulp; and Dean's cell phone rings. 

 

Since he doubts tranquilizer darts would work in a plastic toy and the laughing's pretty fun, he reaches for the phone. 



 

“Dean's cell, Sam speaking. Who's this?” 

 

“Well hi there, Sammy,” Ash drawls. “Any chance I can talk to your brother?” 

 

“Um.” Sam darts out a hand in enough time to catch Dean's head, stopping him from headbutting Sam. He yanks on the 

shiny fake blonde hair warningly. “We're actually...kinda busy. Right now. Uh, feel free to call back later?” 

 

A sigh on the other end; Sam pictures Ash rolling his eyes, propping his feet up on the table. “Lemme take a wild guess 

and say he's a little too non-human to talk?” 

 

“How'd you know?” Sam all but shrieks. 

 

“There's only a few things in the world that'll create such a heeeyuge energy signature, kid,” Ash says. “Nuclear 

weapons, Neo dodging bullets, a demon like your sunshine-eyed friend, and big shapeshifting magic. Human 

transmogrification.” 

 

“So what, you just guessed which one it was?” Sam forces himself to sound belligerent, challenging. He knows Ash'll rise 

to the bait. 

 

“Well, it helps that I streamed twelve emails from your area where people were babbling about the weird tall guy who 

insists on carrying a pony around,” Ash says. “And before that, in Oregon, where I do believe some goblins were recently 

vanquished, there were five emails and two text messages about the kid with the rubber duck. Don't take a genius to 

figure it out, you know.” 

 

Apparently it had, actually; but Sam keeps that thought to himself. “Uh,” he says. “So. Do you know how to fix him, by 

any chance?” 

 

“If I'm right about the nature of the transformation, and I am, then yep.” Ash smacks his lips on the 'p'. “I can get him 

fixed in a jiffy.” 

 

“That's great, it really is,” Sam says, and squeezes Dean's face in a vain attempt to get him to stop struggling against 

Sam's hand. “Um. But I don't think—we were fighting about that, actually, he didn't want me to tell anyone.” 

 

The kicking and pushing suddenly stops. “What,” Dean says, his happy sparkly pony voice suddenly a hell of a lot more 

somber. 

 

“Don't you even worry,” Ash says. “I'll come to you.” 

 

And before Sam has a chance to utter another protest, Ash has hung up. 

 

Well, fuck, Sam thinks, snapping Dean's cell phone shut. 

 

Dean takes a few steps back; Sam's relaxing marginally, hoping Dean's decided to be rational, when Dean leaps over 

Sam's hand, landing in his hair. 

 



“I am going to kill yoooouu!” he howls, teeth snapping. 

 

“Dean, stop it! Stop! Bad Dean!” Sam bats at him, getting a finger bit for all his trouble. Wonderful; his brother's a card-

carrying lunatic. 

 

“What did you tell him! You can't make me go! I'll kill myself! Or better yet, you!” 

 

“I didn't tell him anything, you idiot, he already figured it out!” Sam whacks Dean as hard as he can; Dean goes flying, 

along with a good chunk of Sam's hair. 

 

He lands against the wall, hitting with with a solid thump and falling to the floor. “He...what?” Dean asks dazedly, looking 

at Sam from his upside-down vantage point, Sam's hair still in his mouth and his legs akimbo. 

 

Sam bites the inside of his mouth, very carefully not laughing. Very, very carefully. “He read the energy signatures, did a 

little email hacking. He says he's on his way now.” 

 

“He's here, actually,” announces a voice from the doorway. 

 

Both heads whip round. “How the hell'd you get the door open?” Dean demands. 

 

“You're a funny man, Dean Winchester,” Ash says, and saunters into the room, carrying something that very closely 

resembles a sheet of plastic and nodding at Sam. “Hey there.” 

 

“You're not supposed to be here yet,” Sam says dumbly. 

 

“Well now, I never told you exactly where I was.” He walks into the middle of the room and sets the plastic he's been 

carrying under his arm on the floor. He fiddles with it for a second, pushing a button—and the whole thing elongates 

until it's taller than Sam and covered in insanely intricate black wiring. A full-sized door hangs open ominously. “Now,” 

he says, “how's about you step into the middle of this thing, Dean?” 

 

“How's about I don't,” Dean says, leaping to his feet and plastering himself against the wall, “until you explain to me 

what it's supposed to do.” 

 

“We-ell,” Ash says, running a hand through his hair. “You ever seen Calvin and Hobbes?” 

 

It clicks for both of them at the same time. Sam's mouth drops open, and Dean's eyes get so wide they look like they're 

about to pop out of his head. “What?” Dean screeches. “You came all the way here to give me some plastic 

transmogrification box?” 

 

“What did you think I was gonna do?” Ash grins and wiggles his fingers in the air. “Magic? I'm not a warlock, I'm an 

inventor, and this little beauty'll fix your problem straight away.” 

 

“You're insane,” Dean accuses, and for once Sam's inclined to agree. “Ash,” he says, “are you sure it's safe?” 

 

“Safer than him being stuck in a pony, that's for damn sure,” Ash says.  

 



Sam clenches his jaw, turns to Dean. “What do you think?” 

 

Dean's staring at the thing suspiciously, but his stance is less aggressive—he's thinking it over, Sam realizes, and feels 

sick to his stomach for reasons he can't even entirely define. 

 

“I think,” Dean says slowly, and Sam sees more than just a hint of old-Dean, normal-Dean, in his eyes, “that I'm tired of 

being toyed around with. Literally.” 

 

It's a very moving moment. Sam feels compelled to do his brotherly duty, grabbing Dean up into a bear hug, burying his 

nose in Dean's hair and feeling the cold plastic against his cheek. 

 

He carries Dean, very carefully, towards the box—or at least, he tries to. He doesn't make it more than a step before 

Dean bites his arm. 

 

“I can walk, moron,” he says, and hops down. 

 

He walks into the box with as much dignity as a tiny pink pony possessed by a 29-year-old man's...self...can, holding his 

head high and switching his tail regally. Ash shuts the door with something very close to respect. 

 

“Even if we lose him,” he says solemnly, “he'll have gone out a fighter.” 

 

Sam bares his teeth. 

 

“Uh. Not that we'll lose him, of course. Yeah.” Ash folds his arms and looks straight ahead. 

 

Sam shakes his head. 

 

They stand there. 

 

“Uh, Dean?” Ash says finally. 

 

“It's not working!” Dean bellows. 

 

“That's 'cause the 'on' button's on the inside. Hit it with your nose.” 

 

Sam can practically feel Dean's glare through the glass—but miracle of miracles, he obeys, dropping his head and butting 

the big black button gently. 

 

Sam's expecting drama. He's expecting white light, glass breaking, maybe a bit of hysteria on Dean's part, a few death 

threats for Ash handed out by Sam himself. Instead, there's a moment of pure, deafening silence—and then Sam blinks 

and Dean's standing in the plastic box, once again naked and human. 

 

Their eyes meet and Sam can feel the relief course between them, almost palpable. He wants to express it, wants to tell 

Dean how much it means to see him again, after the morning-after they never got to have. He opens his mouth and 

says, “So, it's gonna be permanent this time? He won't turn into Tickle Me Elmo?” 

 



Thinking prior to talking. He really needs to look into that. 

 

Ash just looks amused. “He's safe,” he says. 

 

“Good.” Sam shoves his hands into his pockets. Somehow, “Now get out so I can fuck my brother crazy” doesn't sound 

appropriate. “Um. Thank you, really.” 

 

Ash waves a careless hand. “I invent shit so I don't have to go shoot killer ghosts. Don't go thanking me just yet.” 

 

“Still, thank you,” Sam says. 

 

“No kidding.” Dean's voice is hoarse—all the shouting, probably—but strong enough when he pushes the door open and 

steps out of the box. “Lemme get my pants,” he mutters, ignoring Ash's smirk. “Sam, go ahead and take Ash's 

thingamabob out to the car. I doubt he really wants to stick around.” 

 

What Sam never has the guts to say, Dean'll always find a way to get across. It's Ash's turn to be annoying and amused, 

now. 

 

“How do you get this thing down?” Sam asks, walking up to the box and poking the nearest black node. 

 

It collapses into a smooth, flat sheet, the black markings nowhere near to be found. 

 

“Pretty much like that,” Ash says, and picks it up. He stands still for a moment, studying Sam, head cocked. “You know,” 

he says finally, “you'd fit in there. At the Roadhouse, I mean. We could use you.” 

 

Sam knows he's wasting his time, knows he could help with things a lot more complicated than lock-and-load. And for a 

second, seeing the box, he's tempted. 

 

But Dean's rolling on the bed, fighting with his jeans and cussing up a blue streak. The second Sam glances at him, he 

knows he could never leave. “Thanks, but no thanks,” he says, never removing his eyes from Dean. 

 

Ash's lips twist up in a smile. “I won't say I'm surprised,” he says, and claps Sam's shoulder. “Good luck, man.” 

 

“Thanks,” Sam says. He watches Ash go, shoving the box in the back of his—Pinto? nice—before driving off. 

 

“That bastard,” Dean grumbles from behind him. “Asking you to go. If he seriously thinks—“ 

 

Sam raises an inquiring eyebrow. 

 

“Come on, man, the room's something like five feet wide,” Dean says irritably. “If I chase him down and bust his head 

will you be pissed?” 

 

“All things considered,” Sam says thoughtfully, pushing Dean against the doorframe and leaning down to kiss him hard, 

“...yes.” He smiles. 

 

Dean huffs an impatient breath. “Spoilsport.” 



 

“He gave you your body back, man,” Sam says. “Far's I'm concerned, he could've demanded Betty and I would've forked 

her over.” 

 

“Who the fuck is Betty?” 

 

Sam blinks, realizing what he said just a second too late. “Um,” he says. “My, uh. My laptop.” 

 

“You named your laptop?” For a second Dean stares at him blankly—then the skin around his eyes crinkles, and Sam 

groans and covers his face in preparation for what's about to happen. 

 

Dean bursts out laughing. 

 

“You named your laptop!” he cackles, bending over double, clutching the doorframe for support. “You—Betty—hah!” 

 

“It's not that funny,” Sam says irritably; he can feel the blush rising in his face, which isn't exactly helping. 

 

“Whatever, man, you're totally lame and you know it.” Dean finally straightens up, but he's still grinning like a moron. 

 

“Christ, it's good to be back. And not not have come on my face.” 

 

Sam almost chokes from trying to laugh and snort at the same time. “Sorry about that, man.” 

 

“Told you before, I didn't really mind.” The look on Dean's face is entirely familiar; Sam squirms, acutely aware of being 

leered at. “Really, though, feel free to return the favor any time.” 

 

The idea of Dean coming all over his face should be a hell of a lot more gross than Sam's finding it. Oh well, he thinks, 

and grins. “How's tomorrow sound?” 

 

It's Dean's turn to choke. “Good,” he says, wheezing. “Very good.” 

 

“So,” Sam says, and suddenly his own skin feels unbearably awkward.  

 

“So,” Dean echoes. 

 

Silence. Awkward, stupid, silence. 

 

“I hear there's a carnival in town,” Sam says. “Wanna go beat the rigged games and piss people off?” 

 

Dean's face is guarded, the all-too familiar blanket of worry keeping Sam out of his thoughts; but the second Sam says 

“carnival”, his whole face lights up. “Sounds good,” he says, smiling slyly. 

 

“Right then.” Sam takes a deep breath, shakes his arms. Normal, he thinks. Normal. “Let's go.” 
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Bright lights, dozens of people, laughter all around and all Sam can think is what he wants to do to Dean, how many 

times, and the number of opportunities, presented in the form of dark corridors and shadowy corners, exist just for that. 

But Dean's having a blast, amassing a ton of ride credit and more than one stuffed animal that he makes Sam drag 

around, and since this is his first day in awhile with two hands and two feet—not to mention opposable thumbs—Sam 

doesn't have it in him to disrupt it, even with sex. Even though he knows Dean'd enjoy it. 

 

Even though he knows Dean would love it, hard and loud and long. 

 

No, he tells himself firmly. 

 

Late afternoon turns into night, and now they've gone from the games to the rides. It's impossible for Sam to sit out on 

these, and after awhile he's sucked into the insane fun of it all, the neon colors and heady smells, the teeming masses of 

humanity with fun running through them like a sound wave. He walks in it, soaks it up, and breathes deep. 

 

Dean regards him, face completely blank, cheeks puffed out with cotton candy. “You're weird,” he announces finally, 

swallowing the (deadly, evil, heart attack-causing) treat. 

 

“There you have it, ladies and gentlemen,” Sam says dryly. “The eloquence of Dean Winchester, most poetic man alive.” 

 

Dean flips him the bird, sneering at the little girl who sees it and gasps. “Funny,” he says, ignoring Sam's frown and the 

implied how-to-treat-defenseless-little-children lecture. “But seriously, man, you're just—what the hell is this day about, 

man?” 

 

“You,” Sam answers automatically. 

 

Dean's eyebrows just about fly up to his hairline. “Me?” 

 

“Well,” Sam says defensively, “it's just that you you haven't been human for awhile, and I was thinking how that must be 

stressful, and I know you like carnivals, so...yeah. This is pretty much all about you.” He smiles ruefully. 

 

Dean's still blinking like Sam just told him Britney Spears and Guns 'n Roses are making a CD together, or something. 

“Um” he says. “Uh. Thanks.” 

 

It's nice to be the one not blushing for once. Sam grins. “You're welcome.” 

 

The moment stretches on, long and gooey and weird, and then Dean's tugging on Sam's arm. “Dude,” he says, eyes 

almost literally starry. “The Hurler.” 

 

There aren't enough words in the world to describe how much Sam doesn't want on that ride, but Dean's dragging him 

over and giving the guy two tickets and then the bar's slammed over the seat and the ride's moving, slow and creaky, up 

the not at all stable looking hill that marks the beginning of the ride. 

 

“Dude, you trying to make someone call a hotline on you? Let go.” 

 

Sam looks down, blinking, and realizes that he's gripping Dean's wrist tight enough to bruise. “Sorry,” he says, and 

moves it to the flaking yellow-painted restraint bar. “You oughta be the terrified one,” Sam says through clenched teeth. 



“You're the one who's scared of flying.” 

 

“Nah,” Dean says, grinning fit to beat the band. “This kind of shit's fun—wind in your hair, noise in your ears, the very 

real possibility that the ride might break down any second? Heaven.” 

 

Sam wouldn't call that heaven, but, “If you say so.” 

 

“Hell yeah I do,” Dean says, and then the car reaches the crest of the hill and— 

 

Oh, god. 

 

The plunge is sickening, because Sam's tall enough that the bar hits the spot under his ribs, and he just knows that if 

they go any faster he'll fall out of the front and die a painful, horrible death on the ground below. “Dean!” he yells as 

they jerk around a curve and go up another hill, not as high as the last one but still oh god terrifying, “Dean! How the hell 

is this even remotely fun!” 

 

But Dean just claps him on the shoulder and laughs, and they're rushing towards the boarding platform but, shit, why 

aren't they slowing down, and then they race past it and they're climbing the hill again, too fast this time, and Sam's 

about to close his eyes and admit defeat when they reach the top— 

 

Stop— 

 

Tilt over, down and down, and Dean's mouth seals over his, sickeningly sweat and freakishly enthusiastic, nipping at 

Sam's lips and pulling him closer until they're wrapped into each other, and Dean pulls away just in time for the ride to 

stop. Sam looks at him, red lips and messy hair, and wonder if he looks as blatantly orgasmic. 

 

When they leave the ride, their fingers are still laced together. 
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They wander around for a bit after that, holding hands like teenagers out on a first date. It's weird—beyond weird, 

really, but Sam doesn't care. He makes Dean keep the stuffed pony, “if for no other reason, then because I want it. 

Please, Dean?”. Puppy eyes work wonders sometimes; when they finally make their way back to the car, Dean's holding 

the ridiculous pink stuffed animal by its tail. 

 

“So,” Dean says, and tosses the animal in the backseat. 

 

“So,” Sam says, leaning against the side of the car. 

 

Dean stops dead, looking at him. Sam knows what Dean sees—knows exactly what he's doing, leaning back a bit more, 

canting his hips out and smiling. 

 

“Fuck,” Dean says, low and desperate under his breath, and. 

 

Sam wasn't exactly expecting to be attacked, but Dean's hands are down his pants and his tongue is in Sam's mouth, so 

Sam's definitely not complaining. 



 

He's doing the opposite, really, getting some of his own back by sliding a hand in between Dean's legs, squeezing and 

rubbing. 

 

Dean's just getting to the (hilarious, Sam privately thinks) leg-humping stage when Sam sidesteps him and opens the 

passenger's seat. “Better drive fast,” he says, and slams the door. 

 

They don't talk on the way back, but they're both grinning like idiots, and every once in awhile Sam'll rub the heel of his 

hand against his crotch and moan and Dean'll glance over and lick his lips, and yeah, this is shaping up to be a hell of a 

night. 

 

They race into the room, removing clothes, fumbling and growling and laughing; just before they tumble into bed, Dean 

turns on the light, running his hands down Sam's skin, something approaching awe in his eyes. Sam grins fiercely and 

tugs him down. “Tonight,” he says, blowing hot damp air over Dean's skin. “Tonight, it's your turn to fuck me.”  

 

Dean stiffens and then just liquefies, moving over Sam like he's made of putty, licking and biting and—god, Sam can't 

even think anymore, because this is years of wet dreams and furious half-acknowledged want coming true, and it's 

something caught firmly between wonderful and completely unreal. 

 

He doesn't want it to end, not now, not ever. 

 

And when Dean slicks him up, fucks him open and raw, both of their hips moving shamelessly, frantic to just finally get 

there—when it happens, biting and gasping and quiet moans, sweat-slicked skin— 

 

It's good, it's right, it's perfect in a way Sam can more than bear. It's Dean, and Sam falls asleep with his head butting up 

against Dean's shoulder, grinning so hard his face almost hurts. 
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Sam wakes up first. Of course Sam wakes up first; the day Dean becomes the early bird is the day Jesus appears to take 

all the good Christians up to heaven.  

 

But he's tired, the kind of bone-deep exhaustion that only comes from dealing with other people's problems as well as 

your own, and after glancing at Dean to make sure he's still human and a moment's consideration regarding whether or 

not it'd be worth it to head to the bathroom and grab the shaving cream to pain Dean with, he goes back to sleep. 

 

He wakes again up to a still very human Dean kissing his way down Sam's body. He smiles sleepily. “Mornin'.” 

 

“So I was thinking,” Dean says, nipping at Sam's pecs and circling the spot with his tongue, “about what you said 

yesterday.” 

 

Sam raises his eyebrows. Okay, unexpected. “What'd I say?” 

 

Dean caresses Sam's thigh, and Sam feels his cock twitch. 

 

“Tickle Me Elmo,” Dean says. 



 

Way too many seconds too late, Sam catches the devious glint in Dean's eye. 

 

He doesn't have time to protest, doesn't even have time to say a word, before Dean's mouth is on his stomach again—

but this time, with an entirely different intention. Dean opens his mouth wide, inhales, and blows out onto Sam. 

 

“Fuck,” Sam says, and then he's convulsing in hysterical laughter, straining against Dean's implacable grip as he does it 

again, fingers moving simultaneously to find the spot behind Sam's knee and dance along it, feather-light. “You 

goddamned cheater!” Sam gasps, and finally throws him. He lands on the floor, laughing almost as hard as Sam; Sam 

leaps down and straddles him, shoving his hands in Dean's pits and wiggling his fingers as hard as he can. 

 

He swallows Dean's laughter, ducking his head down and kissing him like both their lives depend on it. Suddenly they're 

clawing at each other, humping and kissing and it's funny, all of it, funny enough that Sam stops and stares down at 

Dean and laughs, long and hard until he can't breathe anymore, until all he can see is Dean's face and all he can feel are 

Dean's fingers holding him in place. 

 

Yes, he thinks, and says it aloud. “Yes.” 

 

Dean pulls him closer and they kiss, gently this time, smiling into it. “Yeah,” he says, voice hoarse. 

 

Closer and closer, and it's in their hearts, beating out a tempo to match the rhythm of their bodies: You, here, now, yes. 

 

Yes. 

 

|| 

 

Little Sophia Westcombe was thirteen years, one day, and five hours old when Sam accidentally shot her with a squirt 

gun. 

 

She's thirteen years, one day, five hours, and thirty seconds old when she blinks and Sam turns into a girl. 

 

Dean comes screeching to a halt, gun still aloft—until he catches a glimpse of Sam. Then he drops the gun, mouth falling 

open, and stares like an idiot. “You're. You.” 

 

Sam pokes his nipples curiously. “Huh,” he says. “Guess we're gonna need Ash's box agai—oof!” 

 

Dean smiles down at Sam, pushes her into the grass, behind a bush big enough to give them privacy should anyone else 

walk by. “Not just yet,” he says, and bends down to kiss her. 

 

“Right, okay,” Sam says. “Perv.”  

 

Dean's fingers dance along a breast, tugging the nipple, feeling their weight. “Hell yeah,” he says, and moves up again. 

 

Sam's not sure who's smiling harder. Truth is, he doesn't care. 

 

They can call Ash in a few days. 



 

|| 

 

End. 

 

|| 

 

RT: 

Supernatural 

(spn_j2_bigban

g challenge) 

 

 

 

Subject:Sam and Dean Winchester 

Fandom: Supernatural 

Rating: G 

Media: pshop (first one), pencil (2nd one) 

Notes: This, my friends.  

 

I did the spn_j2_bigbang in a fit of insanity and I TOTALLY LUCKED OUT and got me a 

fantastic fic by amazing, talented impertinence. I am so full of luck. CHOCK FULL. This 

fic is AWESOME. 

 

Here it is!!! Rubber Ducky (You're the One) GO. READ. LOVE. LAUGH. It's absolutely 

adorable. Trust me. 

 

http://community.livejournal.com/spn_j2_bigbang/
http://impertinence.livejournal.com/
http://impertinence.livejournal.com/274990.html
http://community.livejournal.com/spn_j2_bigbang/profile
http://impertinence.livejournal.com/profile


 
 

 

 

 

 

I apologize to any '67 Impala buffs for any inaccuracies. Trust me, I did my research and even 

employed SPN-trivia!girl star_maple for advice. So. 

 

http://star-maple.livejournal.com/
http://star-maple.livejournal.com/profile


 

 
 

 

Thank you to: 

star_maple for Google-fu 

cathybites for telling me about this damn challenge in the first place 

And of course impertinence for being....amazing. Did I mention I was SO LUCKY yet? 
 

http://star-maple.livejournal.com/
http://cathybites.livejournal.com/
http://impertinence.livejournal.com/
http://star-maple.livejournal.com/profile
http://cathybites.livejournal.com/profile
http://impertinence.livejournal.com/profile

